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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, May 2, 1946

1 farmers nter
late Corn Derby
This County
Purpose Is To Stimulate
High Yields, Increase
Average Crop In
Caldwell

111146
ceton, K
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Stores Start Half-Day
Closing This Afternoon

Number 44

PRINCETON JAYCEE CHOSEN STATE TREASURER

Jaycees Awarded
Charter As Civic
leaders Applaud

Princeton stores will close
every Thursday afternoon
beginning today and continuing to August 30, and remain
open until 8 o'clock Saturday nights during the same
period, it has,been announced
by N. B. Cameron, president
of the Retail Merchan
ts
Association.

No GI's For Her

Object Is To Build Community, Improve Young
Men, State President
Says At Banquet

Drilling Crew To
Test For School
Foundation Here
Only Minor Excavation
Necessary, Supt. Edw. F.
Blackburn Says; Construction Due Soon

Eleven local farmers have enthe Caldwell County 5-acre
Princeton's new Junior ChamA drilling crew from Madia growing contest, which auber of Commerce chapter, 71
sonville is expected here this
establis
hes eligibility
bratty
members strong, took its formal
week to make core tests of rock,
the Kentucky Corn Derby,
bow last Thursday night, when
formations on the ground where
unty Agent J. F. Graham said
its charter was formally prethe new Consolidated County
week.
sented at a banquet for approxiHigh School is to be built, Supt.
Graham
said the kind of
.
mately 100 persons in the baseEdw. F. Blackburn said this
and the amount of fertiliment of Ogden Memorial Methodweek.
is left entirely to the choice
ist Church. •
•4
The test will prove the proper
entrants. Records of the
Clifford E. Rice, State Jaycee
Rev. J. L. McGee To Deplace for concrete foundations
fertilize
and
r
method
president, Louisville, was printint of
to be laid immediately upon
liver Baccalaureate Serapplication, amount of manure
cipal speaker. The meeting was
rock, Mr. Blackburn said, and
(Courtesy Paducah Sun-Democrat)
tobacco stalks spread, kind
presided over by Howard York,
Joe P. Wilcox, proprietor of the Western Auto
mon, Rev. Ted Hightower
only a small area on one corner,
Store here, was elected State treasurer of
the Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commer
president of the local chapter,
corn, date of planting, date
ce at the annual convention of that organization, held
Blonde Helen Braden (a- will have to be excavated, about
Commencement Address at
with
method of cultivation and
out-ofPaducah April 26-28. Paul Abell, Paducah who
town Jaycees and
bove), 20, of Oskaloosa, Ia., four feet in depth, according to
,
helped organize the local chapter of Jaycees,
Butler High School will graduother guests at the speakers'
was chosen State president. Officers, as
of the land during the 2
they
student
appear
in
the
at Iowa Wesleyan, present plans. In this excavation
picture
above,
are:
ate
Harry
45
A.
Birch,
seniors this year, it was Jr., Ashland, national
table.
previous to the contest
director; Larry Knott, Owensboro, vice president; Wilcox;
who
vows
she "will never will go the heating plant of the
Abell, Andrew
Purpose of the Jaycees is twoto be kept by each contest- announced by Supt. C. A. Horn W. Clark, vice president, and J. L. Paris, Lexing ton, vice presiden
marry a GI because they make new school, he said.
t.
fold, Mr. Rice told the group
this week.
The new gymnasium, expected
in his informal address: To poor husbands," defends her to seat
ields will be based on bushBeginning the schedule of aca minimum of 1,500
contention in the finals of an
build
better communities and to
an acre at a uniform mois- tivities for the closing of school
spectators at basketball games
inter-st
ate
oratoric
al
tournaimprove young men. He told the
content, Mr. Graham said. will be the Junior-Senior banand other large gatherings here,
Princeton members their duty ment at Northwestern Univer- will all be
yields will be checked by quet, to be held Thursday night,
built above ground,
sity,
Evansto
n, Ill. (AP Wireis to help with all projects calesting at least five plots May 9, in the Masonic Hall at 7
Mr. Blackburn said.
photo)
culated
to
better
their town
Actual start of building operathe contest area by a con- o'clock.
Princeton's third annual Horse stake events, it
was decided, Special Service Planned and county and to cooperate
Rev. J. Lester McGee, pastor Show
tions for the new school still is
committee and samples will
will be offered early in
with the older organizations here.
with $350 for the Walking Horse
At Ogden Methodist,
awaiting granting of a building
sent to the Experiment Sta- of Ogden Memorial Methodist August this year, instead
of the
The speaker warned that all
permit, held up for some weeks
to determine moisture con- Church, will deliver the bacca- last week in that \ nonth, it was championship; $350 for the 5With
Guest
Speak
er
projects would not be successful
because of new federal regulaThe Agronomy Department laureate sermon Sunday night, decided at a meeting of a
gaited
stake,
and
$200
for
the
Princeton churches will observe but said young men of the Jaygentions prohibiting virtually all conthe College of Agriculture May 12, at the school auditor- eral committee Taesday night, 3-gaited stake suggested. It
is their 32nd Go-To-Sunday-School- cees will learn by doing and
struction excepting homes for
Home Economics will assist ium, at 7:30.
called by Carl Sparks, who again confidently expecte
Day
Sunday
May
,
5,
it
was
anthat
d the higher
their mistakes will help to
veterans. The architect advised
The commencement address will serve
calculating yields, he said.
as general chairman cash awards will attract more nounced by local pastors this form character
Hardw
are Business To
and develop
Mr. Blackburn this week that he
. Graham said an ear corn will be delivered Thursday night, of the show, sponsored by the fine horses.
week.
them as leaders.
expected to obtain this permit
Be Continued As
, with 10 ear exhibits, will May 16, by the Rev. Ted High- Country Club.
Harry Long, president of the
This yeat's Horse Show will
Mr. Rice said the Junior Chamin the near future, when actual
held in the fall for entrants tower, pastor of the Broadway
Butler High School will re- add several classes
Family Partnership
for local Caldwell County Sunday School ber of Commerce was founded
work will begin.
the yield contest and win- Methodist Church, Paducah, at ceive a share of the profits and horses, to meet requests
Dique Eldred, Princeton's oldof own- Association, has been in charge in St. Louis, in 1912, and now
Demand for building lots for
7:30
o'clock.
the Butler Band will take all ers hereabouts,
will be entered in the
of
distribu
est
business
ting
Sunday
,
in
point
School
has more than 1600 chapters in
of continu- new homes in the vicinity
Mr. Sparks inGraduates are: Jeanette Barnes, earnings of concessi
of
e Show, to be held at Laxons this year. dicated, but will eliminate the literature and placards through- this country, with others
ous
service,
will retire from the the new consolidated
in
Billie Becicner, Robert Dale Tickets
high school
will sell at the same halter and mule classes,
on during Farm and Home
out the city and county the last Canada, Alaska and in some for- Eldred Hardware store, with has
held
grown
Blackburn, Douglas
brisk in recent weeks,
Brow n, prices charged for last year's last year
vention, in January.
which he has been connected accordi
eign countries.
on Court Square, week.
ng to reports current
James Hilton Butler, Cleo By- show, 50
cents for general ad- which failed to fill satisfactorily.
prizes of .$40, $25, and
Pastors of all local churches
since
1893,
effectiv
He
e
May
spoke
1,
of
ant
the
launching of
here, but few actual sales have '
ford, Wanda Leigh Cummins.
mission and 41 for reserved
provided by local seed corn
Attending the meeting Tuesday are urging persons to attend the Kentucky Development As- the business will be operated been made. It is already
Roberta Howe Dalzell, Chris- seats, plus
appartax, it was decided, night were J. F. Graham, J.
Sunday
ucers and fertilizer dealers,
by
Miss
School
Mary
Sunday
Wilson Eldred ent, Mr. Blackburn said,
, they sociation, to bring new industries
B.
tine Dycus, Jennie Sue Farmer, and the entire
that
grandst
said
and
this
George
awarded
and
be
week.
to First, Second Minnie
0. Eldred, as a part- Princeton citizens are
gee- Lester, Grayson Harrelson, Roy
into the State, and said this was
aware of
Lorine Flynn, Elsie Wil- tion, on the
west
The Sunday School of Ogden a primary project of the Jaycees, nership with Mrs. Frances Eld- the materia
side of the Rowland, Merle Drain, Clyde
Third winners in the county
l value of the new
ma Gilkey, Jack Rene Granstaff. stadium,
will be reserved.
t Ten State prizes, rangKercheval, Gracean P e d le y, Memorial Methodist Church will inspired and started by that or- red Kelley, it was announced building to the town, many
Richard Gregory, Mary Leta
parPrinceton's Horse Show, de- Mark Cunningham,
have
this
week.
charge
of
mornin
from $125 to $10, are pro- Hamby,
ganizati
worship
g
on.
Carroll WadThe fund has risen
ents desiring to have new homes
Jaunita Henry, Evelyn clared by numerous
Mr. Eldred became associated in the section
exhibitors lington, Hearne Harrelson, Edwin at 10:55 o'clock, with the three to more than $125,000, he said,
• by the Kentucky Seed June Jenkins
adjacent to the
, Jeannette Jenkins, and patrons to have
been the Lamb, Hugh Cherry and Conway church choirs, the children's chor- and within 3 years, work of the with his father, the late 0. P. school.
ovement Association.
Anna George Lane, James Le- best present
ed
in
us,
Eldred
the Youth Angelus choir and KDA will begin to be felt in
this section Lacey, all of whom served on
and his elder brother,
producer in the contest Neave, Edna Cornell
Littlefield. last year, will offer
.7the regular. choir, singing spec- new industries in Kentucky, the late Shelly Eldred, in the
100 or more bushels an
augmented Horse Show committees 44
Logan Lowery, Paul Gordon' premiums for
the three main year.
ial music, it was announced by providing many new jobs, absorb- hardware Li.ainess here in May Mrs. Dique Satterfield
will receive a gold button Martin, Ralph Cash Martin,
Myrthe pastor, the Rev. J. Lester ing much of the tax load, and 1893. The firm built the store on Is New Chairman Of
become a member of the tle Lou Mitchell, Othie Lee Munpreventing many young Ken- Main street where the business
ucky 100-Bushel Club.
sey, Edsel Nall, Henry NeSmith,
I. McGee.
Guest speaker will be Miss +uckian,s from leaving the State is now hnused, and moved into County Red Cross Unit
. Graham said purpose of James Hoy Nichols, James CarThe board of directors of the
Butler Musicians Do
it in 1896.
Enelida Geymonat, a native of in order to obtain work.
contest is to stimulate in- loss O'Hara.
Caldwell County Chapter of the
Uruguay
Miss
S.
,
Eldred
A.,
and
has
9
mission
Dr.
been
ary
W.
associaCash,
L.
mayor;
Festiva
Well
Edw.
l At
In
in production of hig
American Red Cross held its
Mildred Louise Pinnegar, Rose
student at Scaritt College and F. Blackburn, president-elect
of ted with the business actively second quarterly meeting in
of corn, teach practical Mitchell Randolph, Martha Sells,
Weste
State
Colleg
rn
e
the
Vanderb
about
Dairy
ilt
10
Univers
years
Subsid
ity,
the
and
ies
who
Rotary
George
will
Account
Club; Dr. C. H. Jag0. Red Cross office,
ads of producing
April 18. Plans
high Dorothy Sholar, Gladys StemButler High musicians won
be dressed in native costume and gers, president of the Kiwanis Eldred worked there four years,
For Most, AAA Chairwere
and to increase the aver- bridge.
made for coordinating the
three superior and seven exspeak on religious customs of Club; G. M. Pedley, R. S. Greg- 1926-30, before Taking a law deorganization's work in the entire
yield of corn in the county.
Frances Tandy, Lucy Thompman Says
cellent ratings at the State
her people.
ory, Bill Pressler and Reg gree at the University of Ken- county.
mers of the county who son, James Thompson, Shirley
Mrs. Dique Satterfield
Musical Festival, Bowling
Lexington, April 30—(W)--Cash
Rev. Robert Lear will be guest Lowery, who started the move- tucky. He expects to continue
was elected chairman of the
entered the contest are: Mae Vick, Clara Mae White,
Green, last weekend, K. V.
his law practice here, at least
speaker at the night service at
payments totaling $13,830,710.27
(Please turn to page eight)
group. Other members are: Seth
. Crawford, Hearne Har- Jeanette White, Ernest Burnell
Bryant, band director, said
the Methodist church, and the
temporarily, he said this week.
have been made by the state
Wiggington, Mrs. Virgil Coleman,
George Pettit, W. C. Whitsett, Thomas Herschell Whit- Office
this
week.
Gerald
Youth
Mrs.
Winters
Kelley
Angelus
,
is
Choir
at present in resi- Mrs.
will sing. $805 Donated Here
of the Production and
Annie Dean McElroy, M.\
ks Meredith P. Brown, J. sett. Jerald Thomas Winters and
cornet; Kenneth Prescott, badence at Chicago, where her
Marketing
Administration
to
P'Pool, E. L. Barnes, Garland
In
Cance
Campa
r
ign;
Clyde T. Jones, John Eulah Mae Young.
ton
twirling
, and Lou Nell
daughter, Louise, it attending
Kentucky farmers participating
Shoulders, Saul Pogrotsky, and
•
W. G. McConnell, G. G.
Russell, Sue Farmer, Philip
school.
Three Units Unreported
in the A.A.A. and P.M.A. proJohn E. Young.
Johnson and Jimmy Clayton,
and Wylie Jones.
The business will be conducted
Mayor Tells Kiwanians
The Caldwell county Cancer
gram, M. D. Royse, State chairmixed quartet, took the suControl campaign, drawing to a under its new owners along the
man, announced today.
About City's Finances
perior awards. Jo Ann Pickclose this week, had resulted in same lines as those which have
Royse said also that in addiAnd Improvement Plans
ering, flute; Jimmy O'Hara,
total donations of $805. up to earned for it a large lollowing
tion to the cash payments more
Spring Issue Of In
saxophone; Jimmy Clayton,
Mayor W. L. Cash was the than a million tons of phosphate
Wednesday morning, Mrs. F. K. of patrons throughout its long
Kentucky Features
trombone; Billy Don Bridges,
speaker at Wednesday's meeting and limestone, and thousands of
Wylie, chairman, reported. No life, it is announced.
clarinet; Rose Marilyn Beck,
of the Kiwanis Club, discussing bushels of seed were furnished
reports have been received as
Derby And Tours
clarinet; Rose Mitchell RanState Leaders Address
the city's finances and telling to farmers engaged in soil-buildSixty'-five attractive pictures yet from Fredonia, Cobb and the
Will Get REA
dolph, snare drum, and Clara
of planned improvements here, ing practices.
of scenes, homes, individuals and Negro unit, she said. The counPennyr
oyal Area Group
e This Year, ComWhite, soprano, received exwhen conditions and funds perHeaviest of the payments were
No Women, No Trouble
buildings add much to the beauty ty's quota in the drive is $1,000.
At
cellent ratings.
Madiso
nville
mit. He said street lights will those in subsidies on dairy prodee Told
Frankfort—VP)—After tesof the Spring issue of "In KenA district meeting of the Kenbe installed in some of the most ucts, which from May 9, 1945,
tifying that he planned to
tucky," the quarterly publication Local Theater Closes
Caldwell County Farm
tucky Federation of Homemakoperate a "nice place, a
u officially closed its 1948 needed places as soon as this through March 31, 1946, totaled
of the State Division of PubliHonoring Dead Owner
ers was held at Madisonville
Mrs.
equipment becomes available; $12,994,403.91.
Loffie
McMak
in
clean
place,
city.
Several
no
women,
of
the
pictures
men
Saturday with 301 memare
Princeton's Capitol Theater was
Methodist Church Tuesday, with
only," Raymond J. Scheidell,
presented in natural color.
Is New Health Nurse
11 above the 1946 State also, that it is hoped to obtain
closed Tuesday, until 6 o'clock,
551 women from the Pennyroyal
federal funds with which partialStice
E.
Goodwi
HA2C,
n,
Louisvil
was
le, was granted a reAs has been the custom for
and 25 above the memMrs. Lottia. McMakin, R. N.,
out of respect for Anthony
area present, it was reported
tail beer license by the State
years, the Spring issue carries
p last year, W. G. Should- ly to defray expense of improv- honorably discharged from the the former Lottie Richard
"Tony" Sudekum, 66, owner of
son,
by Nancy S. Beck, home demoning the water and sewer plants, naval service at Great Lakes,
Alcohol
features
ic
Beverag
on
the
e
Kentuc
'd Saturday, following the
Control
ky
Derby.
of this city, has accepted the pothis and 150 other motion picstration agent for
at a cost of $125,000.
111., last week.
Caldwell
Board
A
today.
story
by
Veer
Mann
suggest
s ture houses,
sition of nurse in the Caldwell
directors meeting. This
county.
who died suddenly
Scheidell promised to conts an increase in memCounty Health Department, and Kentucky tours which should be at his home in Nashvil
Speaker
s included Mrs. W. E.
le Sunduct an orderly business,
p of 25 over any previou
assumed her duties Wednesday. on the Derby visitor's "must" day morning. Manage
Nichols, Fayette county, presis
r Thos. J.
hoped to attract "transient"
he said.
Mrs. McMakin is a graduate of list. The article is illustrated Simmons, of the local theater,
dent of the State Federation of
atcustomers and would bar
the St. Louis School of Nursing with a pictorial highway map. tended funeral services
Shoulders said a commitHomemakers; Miss Myrtle Welfor Mr.
women
from
There
is
the
also
a
premise
picture
s.
of
the
'and has done welfare work 11
'noosed of W. P. Oldham,
don, State home demonstration
Sudekum at Nashville Tuesday
"If
there
George
are
no
Coon
Memori
women
al
Library, morning.
years, including 5 years as welMitchell, and
leader, and Ws. Wanda Wilkins,
M. P.
around, there is no trouble,"
fare nurse for the Metropolitan Princeton.
appointed to contact K
San Paulo, Brazil. Music was
he
said.
Also
found in the current issue
Life Insurance
Company in
officials at Hopkinsville
furnished by the Sturgis homeis an article by Isabel McLennan George M. Ross, Former
Princeton and viciaity.
e to electric lines in
makers' quartet.
CaldMcMeekin, prominent Louisville Reside
nt, Visits Here
unty, reported its memAttending from Caldwell counauthor, on George D. Prentice,
Teache
rs
Entert
ain
George M. Ross, Lilbourn,
ere advised by Pennyty were Mesdames A. H. Oliver,
Army Recruiters Will
"The Quiz Kid of Yesterday;"
Mo., was the guest last week of Fiat. Supt. C. A. Horn
V. E. Nuckols, Willie Wyatt,
Rural Electric Cooperative
a story about the Wild Bird
Show War Material
his daughter, Mrs. J. E. Neel, and
Archie Hamby, J. M. Tichenor,
Faculty
that they expected to
member
s
of
Eastsid
e
Army recruiters, who staged Sanctuary at Mammoth Cave Mr. Neel. Mr. Ross is a gradu- and Butler
contract, which included
schools entertained Charles Hubbard, L. C. Liman,
a show and parade, led by the by Gordon Wilson; "Coopers- ate of Princeton Collegiate In- Supt. C. A.
40 miles of line in
Horn with a "pot- Alvin Lisanby, J. W. Hollingstown,"
Caldthe
G.
I.
housing
project
Butler
Band Monday, with a
stitute, in the class of 1893. He luck" supper in the Butler
unty, in July, and hoped
gym worth, George Martin, Jr., Ray
establis
hed
at
the
Univers
ity of was also Illinois Central cashier Monday
large tank, a truck-trailer and
night. Every member Martin, L. B. Sims, Guy Shoulction will start by
Kentuck
y;
plans
for the Ameri- here from 1905 to 1907.
Sepother field material on display
of both faculties were present. ders, Garland Shoulders, Claude
.
on the soUth side of the court- can Folk Song Festival to be
McConnell, Jim Neal, Homer
rly marketing
held
at the Traipsin' Woman
procedure
house throughout the day, will
Mitchell, Ferd Wadlington, Lee
Icy tobacco was discuss..
return next Monday with more cabin in Boyd county, June 9:
Mashburn, Lem Beckner, Wilthe directors voted
a story about the foster home
to
artillery and tank
exhibits,
liam Coleman, Leslie Bright,
delegate to Lexington for
program
of
the
Welfare
Child
James McCaslin, commander of
Floyd Hunter, Don Boitnott, W.
-wide meeting, to be
the county's VFW post, said. An Division, Department of Public
held
H. Beck and W. L. Beck.
ay 7. President
Welfare
, and a historical feature
amphibious Jeep, a half-track
ShouldA motion prevailed at Monday lect will go into the city treasSecretary W. P. Oldham
armored vehicle and other equip- on the founding and developnight's City Council session ury, an, official said.
tructed to select a dalement will be shot.% here, Mr. ment of Hazard.
The con- Red Cross Leaders At
authorizing installation of park- tract, under which
attend the meeting
the meters Madisonville Meeting
McCaslin said.
.
ing meters on business streets will be installed, provide
s for a
Louisville Minister
Mrs. Torn Cash, Sr., Mrs. F. K.
of Princeton, and City Attorney trial period of nine months
at no Wylie, Mrs. George Stephens,
Improves After Operation
To Preach
Gordon Lisanby was instructed obligation to the city,
after which arid Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal attendMrs. C. E. Ulmer, Kansas City, Dr. George
Lord Boswell, from the Main Chance Farm, is the pm-Derby
nced For May
H. Mack, Louis- to prepare an ordinance govern- the meters may be remove
d if ed a meeting in Madisonville,
Mo.,
recently
underwe
nt
a
mavllle,
director of the Presbyter- ing this.
ual Butler Alumni Tea favorite. The colt will be ridden by Eddie Arcaro, home first
they prove unsatisfactory.
April SO, to discuss with Maeoperati
on
ke
and
is
reporte
d
to
rnstoration fund of the Synod
ven Thursday
Messrs. Bell and Jouett, repRepresenting some It donors, sentatives
afternoon, in three Kentucky Derbies already. His stablemate, Knock- be much improved. Mrs. Meter
from Hopkins and
of Kentucky, will preach at the resenting the Duncan Meter Fred Jake
down, is also highly favored by the hardboota at Derbytown.
between the hours of
presented a fireman's Christian counties plebe
is the former Maurine Elden, Central Presbyt
fOr coerian • Church Corporation, said the meters hat to Fire Chief
o'clock at the home of Rippey, winner of the Derby Trial Tuesday, will have pleity
Conway Lacey operating with Miss Destro&
daughter of Mrs. H. S. Men.
aurnIgir morning, it was an- will cost $78.50 each, installed. with the
Hrs. James W. McCas- of briers, as will Spy Song especially if the track is wet The
stipulation that it be Ray, recently appointed
to Outtic**, by the Rev. Donal
One-half of money they collect worn on all fire
West Main street,
contingent will go from Princeton, !nebulize Mr.
runs. Mr. Lacey wood Rowital as Red Cross
it Wu usual 'Derby
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Martin and
#01150r. Dr. Mack will also will be used in defraying the thanked the
spi, *soh awry, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr.. Merle
?undo. All mambas
donors and Prernbod director.
dandhier, Wry Salk Odell
• ot. war-tant COIL
sr
Oirte Nov •
All councilman atAlla OM the **be
After eV* et tho
the ussegoo. tha Mayor
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Myers, Hopeit
altioek.
been met:ill atioiley
kbrille, were here Wednesday.
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45 Seniors Will
Be Graduated By
Butler Hi May 16

Horse Show Scheduled

For Early In August

Churches Observe
Sunday School Day

Dique Eldred To
Retire May 1

Is
Sam
• • keep
stock
OFtKS.
and

$14 Million Paid
To State Farmers

rks
eton, Ky.

Princeton Library
In State Magazine

m Bureau Has
Members Here
unty

16 Women Attend
Homemakers Meet

THE DERBY FAVORITE

Parking Meters To Be
Installed Here Soon

a

Alumni Tea

Here Sunday
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

Pennynle Postscripts By G. M.

ongratulations To Our Jaycees
nd To The Community
doctrine and advice

There was good, sound sense and plenty
it in the informal address of Clifford
E. Rice, State president of the Junior
hamber of Commerce, as he presented
their charter to Howard York, president
of the Princeton Jaycees, at a banquet
last Thursday night.
Older men and women, present as
guests, were first put on notice that this
speaker was not "mine run" when he said
nothing bored him so much as to eat a
splendid meal, such as that just provided,
and then have to *sit and listen to a lot
of long speeches. He had attention from
that point onward in his remarks; and
he didn't talk long.
Mr. Rich said purpose of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce was two-fold: To
Improve the community and its young
men; with which no listener had complaint. He then told the young men who
comprise our own chapter of the Jaycees
theirs is the duty to "do the leg work,
while your elders, in the Kiwanis and
Rotary clubs, do the brain work". He
advised his fellow Jaycees that every
project they espoused would not be suci cessful, but said they would form character and grow in stature an leadership
by the well known and time tested method of trial and error.
Nothing more solidly based upon fact
and experience could have been voiced;
it and perhaps, no sounder, safer guide-

post erected than the
passed out by Mr. Rice, modestly yet
confidently, to the enthusiastic young
men who already have made the weight
of their organization felt for good in
Princeton.
The spirit of the Jaycees, as evidenced
by their State and local leaders at this
charter banquet, was excellent and infectious. Every more experienced person present caught the youthful verve
and the effervescent confidence of the
group, as these priceless ingredients to
success were sufficiently in evidence to
brook no oversight.
Experience makes cowards of us all,
in time; and the reverse of this adage is
that inexperience breeds courage and
willingness to attempt the difficult tasks
of life.
We think Princeton's Jaycees have
abundant, confidence and determination;
and that these qualtttes, applied to the
community's manifest a n d numerous
needs, will go far toward bringing progress here which will make our town
take huge strides forward within the
foreseeable future.
The Leader congratulates the Jaycees
upon their charter and their high purposes; and the community upon acquisition of a new organization certain to
prove a great asset.

P.

much of the
Somerset's new four-story, 75- nesses lifting as
s as possible . . .
bed, City Hospital, made of load themselve
what
brick and stone, built and equip- labor conditions being
ped at a cost of $325,000, was they are.
* * *
thrown open for public inspecThe painter at our house has
tion last Tuesday. More than
800 persons visited the hospital finished the downstairs . . . and
both adult members of our tamthat day.
ily. He got the paint solid on the
* * *
no favorites,
Every room on the third and walls and, playing
d on new
fourth floors was furnished by less erenly distribute
rugs, floors,
some organization, church, class slip covers, radios,
facings, the
or individual. Bronze memorial 'door and window
and two
markers have been placed on stone fireplace, one pup
children.
boy
other
and
rooms,
the
of
several
* * *
plates will be added when they
Having been reared by a
arrive from the factory. Some
rooms have two beds and some Scotch-Presbyterian mother, I
that will be used as wards like things clean . . . and hapbelieved the furnacedpily
have six beds.
smoked walls were going to be
* * *
elegance,
R. Brink Tyler, who died last lovely in their pristine
week and was burled here, was once the new paint was applied;
be
low bidder on a new State high- but now I realize it will
way construction job, part of the weeks ere we eliminate the
Madisonville-Fredonia road, at green, blue and grey from things
$77,958, the Highway Depart- and places where it doesn't bewe
ment announces. Mr. Tyler won long. And would just as soon
of
first recognition as a . road had retained the smudges
builder in Caldwell county, his those war years . . . when we
were so well off without riew
early home,
paint, and didn't know it!
* * *
* * *
Jim Shrewsbury says he has
The whole thing came to a
learned that the best way to
afternoon
get a new building is to do the climax late the other
painter
when the harrassed
construction work yourself . .
green
of
bucket
large
a
dropped
helpshop
radio
his
and
he
So
era are mixing concrete and stuff Iley, Rosie and Hobart
placing concrete blocks in his sell in quantity right in the midnew place on S. Jefferson street. die of the living room floor, from
While I would shudder to under- the vantage point of a ladder
take any such task myself, there top. The resulting shower dials much merit these days in the couraged even the Cocker . . .
idea of the head of small busi- who seems to resent his blond

coat having emerald tints in
many places.
* * *
Looking backward to the only
paint applied inside our house
during the war and my own
lamentable experience in painting the dining room three times
to get one color all over that
comparatively small space, including the floor and the painter,
it does seem like those house
cleaning stories are literally true
. . . and the business should be
avoided like the plague.
* * *
•
Ought to get the paper out
tonight by morning, if you know
what I mean, writes a contemporary country newspaper editor. And I do know what he
means! The wage-hour law was
never deviled by or for this
business, or by anybody who
ever worked for a weekly paper.
* * *
It always makes me sad to see,
A woodsman's axe hew down a
tree;
It lies there helpless on the
ground,
And wilts and dies without a
sound.
But then I get some recompense
When I look at this thing with
sense;
Because if trees for years still
stood,
How could you "age" that,stuff
"in wood?"
(JEB in Union County Advocate)
* * *
"You're one in a thousand,"
I said to Bee.
"And so are your chances,"
She said to me.—Scuttlebutt.

How Prince Charming
Has Changed young
(AP

Nowifeatures)

Baltimore — Today's tall, dark
must
and handsome young man
good
besides
something
have
looks to offer his lady fair.
Dr. Ivan E. McDougle, sociology professor at Goucher College,
marwho has been watching the
for 25 years, asked
tal
one of his classes, all girls, what
they looked for in a beau.
Handsomeness got nary a vote,
Dr. McDougle reports, commenting that 25 years ago good looks
were a great courtship convincer.
And those who think that the
idealist or adventurer would stir
a girl into thoughts of orange
blossoms and tulle get another
guess.
Only one girl wanted her mate
to be "generous, idealistic, sensitive, to like children, adventurous."
The top score, 25 votes, went
to the considerate and thoughtful young man. But the Goucher
girl made a distinction between
considerateness and attentiveness. The last quality filled the
bill for only three damsels.
A gallant with a good stock of
jokes and a ready laugh is way
ahead of the ambitious fellow
in the marital derby. Sense of
humor was tied for second place
with intelligence-19 votes
apiece. Sincerity, ambition, tolerance and emotional stability
were all lumped together in
sixth place, the choice of six

women.
Dr. McDougle thinks that
informal courtship of toda
place of the rigid sparking
of yesteryear has a lot t
with the change in a young
demands,.
He knows how sharp
change has been because h
calls the days when young
men in his own classes, s
ing from "Victorian hangov
would swoon dead away at
suggestion of an "unmention
subject.

Did You Know?
The four most important
war chemicals — toluene,
monia, phenol and naphth
— were made from bit '
coal.
The Greeks believed that
young woman bathed in ce
sacred pools, her yearnings
offspring soon would be
fife.
The Minim- eardrum
less than one-millionth of
inth in responding to
sounds.
Alfalfa was cultivated by
Persians for centuries befor
Christian era.
Galileo demonstrated in
that the earth revolved ar
the sun.
The Pacific ocean's mean
Is much greater than that o
Atlantic.

1 OTHER EDITORS SAY

Tom Underwood's Mother Also Writes

4

Over in Hopkinsville there is a sereneelderly woman who frequently
faced
i
.'
writes a column for the New Era. She
1
. makes no attempt at high-brow writing,
confining her contributions to topics in
which the community is interested. Occasionally she unlocks a chamber in which
,has been long stored the details of some
.tent of more than ordinary importance
readers of the newspaper. And when
she writes it is from personal knowledge,
for Mrs. T. C. Underwood has been intimately associated with both the public
and private life of the charming southern
Kentucky city these several years past.
As the wife of a prominent editor she
became acquainted with many big stories
before they appeared in the New Era,
and big stories were developing there
back a few decades.
Mrs. Underwood was the young wife
1,., of the brilliant young writer when about
40 years ago the tobacco war was raging
r furiously in the Black Patch. She was
a resident of Hopkinsville when strangers rode in by night and buildings owned
' by tobacco companies were fired as a part
of the controversy that moved both sides
to hasty words and deeds. She knows
the finer side of life in the Christian
county seat, with its history, its prominent families whose lives were linked with
f
i iall the drama of the period soon after the
beginning of this century. She writes
I authoritatively of the college atmosphere
't in and about Hopkinsville, of the farms
that were the dwelling places of those
Identified with the fight for agrarian independence.
Having been the wife of a talented

ro

'

newspaper man who spent his energy for
the Black Patch people, she is also the
mother of an eminent editor who left his
home town to make new steps after the
pattern of his father. And now when
there is a groundswell for Tom Underwood for the Democratic nomination for
United States senator it must please the
lovely lady at Hopkinsville that her son
looms large in stature, large when men
of Kentucky are considered. That he
took up newspaper work wag pleasing to
her, with all her memories of the profession, and that he moved quickly to
the top of his profession as editor of the
Lexington Herald is to the credit of both
parents. Now, the fact that he is being
favorably mentioned for senator by the
Democrats marks him a political leader
in Kentucky.
Tom Underwood is a worthy follower
of his father. To him work on a newspaper was a natural result of hearing his
father discuss its attractions and its
drawbacks. But the latter could not deter either father or son from continuing
in the craft for which each was adapted.
Their public activity did not stop at the
editor's desk. Both enjoyed the contact
that comes from public speaking. The
father was a graceful man on the platform, one who both entertained and informed his audiences — and they were
many — and the son is often called to
speak at important gatherings and to
share his store of knowledge with those
less informed on matters in which the
public is interested.
(Owensboro Messenger)

Sunday, May 5 is

Go To Sunday School
Day In Kentucky
Every Parent Owes His Child A Knowledge 01 God, Whose
Light Always Shines For Those Who Seek Id
"Train A Child In The Way He Should Go; And When Ile Is
Old, He Will Not Depart From It". Prov. 22:6
OF

TO SUNDAY SCHOOL

Aid-Kentucky Plan
, Of all the Plans which have been suggested for the betterment of Kentucky's
financial plight, one of the most practical
Is the idea of bringing new income to the
Mate by encouraging the tourist trade.
Most of the products which Kentucky
1 sells represent a drain in one form or
another on our natural resources—our
land, forests, mines, labor. But the tourist business is one exception to this rule.
Aside from the wear and tear on the
highways and the possible objectionableness of casual picnickers, there is little
loss to the state in catering to the tourist
trade. A large part of the money spent
by visitors from other and richer states
for food, lodging, automobile supplies and
services, and other forms of travel re-

creation remains here in the state to
increase individual and governmental incomes and make available more money
for the many improvements admittedly
needed in Kentucky. Possibly the most
direct benefit is the collections from gasoline taxes.
All we need to do is provide for sufficient publicity and advertising to persuade potential tourists from other states
to come to Kentucky and then see that
their stay here is interesting and pleasant.
The experience of other states proves
that the former is neither difficult nor
too expensive, and traditional Kentucky
hospitality and sociableness should make
(Shelby News)
the latter easy.

The year 1946 is the diamond anniversary of the diamond rush in South
Africa, which started in 1871.
New York City's subway system is the
largest passenger carrying railroad in the
world.
The term jetty is derived from the
French word jetee, and signifies something thrown out.
Orientals still regard the use of salt at
'A meal as symbolical of friendship and
j'ilOoPitalftY•
Viri0308 types of cancer were recognized
described in 400 B. C. by Hippocrates.

Play fair with the home canning sugar
ration. Though it may be a temptation
to use some of that sugar for fudge or
cake frosting, don't do it.
Half of the world's estimated coal reserve of seven trillion tons is in North
America.
The Chinese used rockets in 1232 to repulse the hordes of Kublai Kahn.
The practice of wearing objects around
the neck dates from the stone age.
Louis XIV had 413 beds. Some were
decorated with pearls, silver and gold.
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics

Graham

Wheat And Vetch
Make Good Cover
The best coyer crop of wheat
and vetch in McLean county, Is
the way Farm Agent Leroy Northington described a field on the
farm of Aubrey Hansford. With
plans to produce a ton or more
of tobacco an acre this year,
Mr. Hansford applied more than
15 tons of manure per acre and
800 pounds of mixed fertilizer
before turning the cover crop.

Tries Sloping Floors
Paul Young of Lawrence county is trying the sloping floor
house plan, a 450-pound sow
having farrowed 10 live pigs
without loss. Last year, the same
sow farrowed 15 pigs on a level
floor and raised only five, Mr.
Young told Farm Agent James
F. Moore.

State High School Track
Meet At U. Of Ky. May 1
Ted Sanford, secretary of th
Kentucky High School Athle
Association has announced the
the state high school track mee
will be held at the University
Kentucky May 17, with Be
A. Shively, U.K. athletic direc

EARLY INSECTS
The first insects to come will
likely be plant lice on cabbage.
ntrol Of Cut Worms
Their sign is the curling of the
pushing
The early Spring is
Everybody reads The Leader! tor in charge.
leaves or the stunting of the
•acco plants forward fast and
plant. One control is spraying
than
earlier
set
be
will
acco
with strong tobacco tea or with
ual.
Black Leaf solution; another is
troubFarmers in Larue county
ut worms may be more
rotenone dust, the kind used for planted 1,800 acres of row crops
ome than usual, therefore,
beetle.
Mexican
bean
the
advisable.
on the contour in 1945.
ntrol measures seem
Green worms soon will appear
poor stand of tobacco, or an
on cabbage, for already the fa- Extension Circular 378, 'obtaineven stand, is expensive;
county extension
miliar white or yellow "butter- able from
growers
tobacco
erefore,
agents, or by writing the college,
are
seen,
flies"
laying
eggs
as
possible
everything
ould do
they alight on the plants. As Lexington.
get a good stand from one
It may not be amiss to discuss
cabbage worms are chewing intting.
sects, the recommendation is to the insecticide, DDT. Although
Poison bait scattered over todust with Alcium arsenate and deadly to all insects except the
most
cco land is perhaps the
1 part to 8, but only until Mexican bean beetle, it qaay be
lime,
Cut
controling
of
ective means
heading
begins. After that, only harmful to humans, but how
of
pounds
•rms. Mix three
much so is not adequately
dust is safe.
rotenone
of
ris Green with 100 lbs.
Next will come the Colorado known. It is known that vegeeat bran and apply about 15 WHEAT FOR UNRRA —UNRRA Director Fiorello Laguardia (right) and Agriculture Secretary beetle and the black fleabeetle table leaves may absorb it; this
20 pounds of the bait to the Clinton P. Anderson examine one of the 80 truckloads of wheat brought into Climax, Minn., as the on potatoes: The arsenical dust rules out its use on cabbage and
re. Use enough water to make two started a campaign to speed wheat deliveries. (AP Wirephoto)
just described serves admirably greens. It stops the striped beetle
Paris
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Ielond City, N. Y.
e bran moist so the
against the Colorado beetle and on vine crops, but kills the plants
may
bait
reen will stick. The
Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Compani
Bottler:
Franchised
has some effect on the other; as well.
spread by hand in a similar
Therefore, until more has been
as
danger,
there
no
is
poisoning
nner to sowing seed.
the arsenic cannot possibly get learned about DDT, vegetable
It is probably best to apply
into the tubers as some persons gardeners need not complicate
lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
News
representing
been
has
land
the
e bait after
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
fear. A spray meant specifically their present practices by adbe
before
again
and
lambs
A plea that
epared for setting
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twicefor fleabeetle control is bordeaux ding it to their insecticide list,
e tobacco is set. It has been A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader finished to heavy weights, as an mixture, effective, too, in off- except possibly for potato intisfactory, however, to apply feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- aid in the critical food situation,
setting blight injury of potato sects, and then only on large
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
is made by Richard C. Miller
HER HEART BELONGED TO Of*
e bait at the time of setting.
plantings.
vines.
.) August 9, 1912. Messrs. S. P. sister, Miss Margaret E. Groom, of the Kentucky College of AgriMAN ... HER MEMORIES TO
to
be
plan
would
excellent
An
Pool, A. Koltinsky and R. T. who has been attending the Dan- culture and Home Economics.
lay out a spray program of three
ANOTHER!
lamb
Last year's Kentucky
Metcalfe composed an auto par- ville, Ind. Central College, resprays, using bordeaux to which
ty which spent Sunday night turned home Sunday morning, crop was the heaviest on record, calcium arsenate is added, two
he said, due chiefly to the finishhere on their way home from a
rounded tablespoons a gallon.
and are now at the home of
ing of a large percentage of late
trip through the Purchase counDirections for making and using
J.
Mrs.
Mr. and
parents,
their
high
and
weights
good
to
lambs
here
delayed
were
Overheating of horses and ties. They
bordeaux are given in Kentucky
taught
Groom
Prof.
possible,
Groom.
B.
made
This
was
quality.
several hours Monday morning
uleq can be prevented by givimproved
account of a "blow out" of school at Rome, Ind., until spring, Miller said, by the
them all the salt they want, on
one of their tires. —Cadiz Record since which time he has been at parasite-control program incord plenty of water throughout
Ft. Wayne, Ind., where he has a porating the use of pheAothiae day, says a statement from
Monday
Last
1912.
position. He will return zine.
9,
nice
August
.4
AgriCollege
of
Kentucky
e
In hundreds of Kentucky
L.
Mrs.
of
home
in about three weeks.
the
at
there
evening
It
Home
Economics.
and
lture
Is your car, truck or trac"phenothiazine-test" flocks last
St.,
Jefferson
South
on
Glazer,
waof
suggested that a barrel
year late lambs almost without tor radiator heating or leakfrom
to
note
We
given
1912.
was
13,
,
August
party
surprise
a
e be taken to the field so
exception were success fully ing?
rses can have a drink every her visitor, Miss Gertrude Mor- Clyde C. Johnson, of Princeton, grown out to good market
ris, of Memphis, Tenn., which a Washington Dispatch- that
If so, don't punish your
ur during hot weather.
weights and finish. Only in rare
Mature horses doing ordinary proved to be quite an enjoyable is with a large excursion party cases, where the complete pheno- motor further. Let us clean
for
rm work should be fed about affair. After the evening was now touring Eastern points of thiazine program was followed, and repair it the modern way.
for
playPrinceton
left
He
in
interest.
pleasantly
very
spent
pound of grain and a pound of
did any of the lambs have to be
Satisfaction guaranteed.
bright, clean hay a 100 ing games, a delightful ice Louisville last Thursday morndosed. The complete program
unds of weight a day. Yel- course was served to the follow- ing.
used in these flocks consisted of
w corn is recommended for ing guests: Misses Gertrude
dosing ewes and rams once each
Incorporated
Lillian
Miss
of
1912.
13,
Watkins,
August
Webb
Mary
Morris,
one
with
grain,
along
the
If of
before and after lambing, and
a
from
White,
yesterday
returned
Pauline
Leech
Mo.,
Dexter,
•d of good alfalfa hay. When
St.
Clay
and
10th
the
phenoone-to-nine
keeping
exclusively yours
e work is hard, the amount of Gladys Pickering, Robbie Sims, to weeks' visit to Paducah.
INTERNATIONAL PICTURES
Phone 50
thiazine-salt mixture before the
sin fed should be increased. Louise Davis and Myrtle Glazer;
at
times
all
flock
free-choice
HOPHINSVILLE
Fredany farmers turn thbir work- Messrs. Harry Blades, Dudley .1 August 23, 1912. Master
from at least May 1 through
k on pasture at night and on Rawls, Carl Winstead, Dique erick Greer, of Hopkinsville, September.
Hollowell.
of
is
little
visitor
the
pleasant
Carl
and
Satterfield
ys when not working.
with
Mr. Miller said that all ewes
his grandmother, Mrs. Clem Pasand
rams
not
that
been
have
WATSON
Lucile
Miss
Georgia
P.
aunt,
0.
teur,
and
Mrs.
August 9, 1912.
It is estimated that the majordosed since lambing time, should
LONG
Richard
of farmers in Wolfe county Eldred and sons, Messrs. C. W. Pasteur.
be dosed now and the flock put
sited an average of 100 pounds and Dique Eldred, returned yesNatalie WOOD
not
one-to-nine
the
mixture
on
August 23, 1912. Misses Cathterday from a three weeks' visit
certified seed potatoes.
erine and Lucille Pickering, of later than May 1 and kept on
Fifty-one 4-H clubs in South to Manitou, Col.
Princeton, are the guests of this continually through Sepadison and Rockcastle counties
tember.
Added Enjoyment!
August 13, 1912. Prof. S. B. their aunt, Mrs. W. N. Cummins.
i an enrollment of 1,057
A new and improved pheno—Lyon County Herald.
COMIC—"SPEAKING OF THE WEATHER"
Groom, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., and
Crnbers.
thiazine-salt feeder has been dePARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS
signed at the State College of
Agriculture. Plans may be had
from county agents or by writing
to the college.

lambs Will
News From The Past Heavy
Aid Food Situation

orkstock Needs
It And Water
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Radiators!
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Sisk Motor Co.
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SHOWING

kEVEALING A GREAT BEAUTY'S $41116411 TO HOLD
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Ky. Farm News
It is estimated that more than
90 percent of the corn acreage in
Hancock county will be planted
with hybrid varieties.
Between 25 and 30 carloads of
certified seed potatoes were
planted in Harlan county this
spring.
H. C. Futrell of Trigg county
wintered 13 head of cattle on
eight acres of rye sowed last
fall in standing corn.
Approximately 200 acres will
be planted to cucumbers in Ohio
county this spring.
Knox county farmers have
sowed more pastures and meadows than in any other year,
many new varieties of grasses
and legumes having been sowed.
Lincoln county Homemakers
made 374 articles of leather the
past month, including belts, coin
purses, bill folds and key cases.
Home sewing in Greenup county was increased this spring after Homemakers clubs held sewing machine clinics in 17 communities.
More than 400 acres of wheat,
oats and rye in Monroe county
have been treated with ammonium nitrate at the rate of 100
pounds an acre.
•
About 212 farm homes in Carlisle county have been wired for
electricity in the pat three
months.

IT'S A THRILLER:

C. A. Woodall

Corn. In and Soo It Today!

Insurance Agency

value-packted pages of Spring
Another new catalog timed to the season with over 250
Gift and Garden Shops,the
into Summer merchandise. You will be interested in the
new...so startlingly
dramatically
Sportswear and Fashion Sections ...they're so
amazingly low.
different. The selections are varied and the prices
at your neighborly Sears
You are invited to see a preview of this thrilling book
nowt
store. Tell your friends about It, too. It's here

Established
1907
"Not For A Day, But
For All

•
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PIDGEON
LOUIS BROMFIELD'S
• Romantic Novel
An M-G-M Picture

with EDWARD ARNOLD
AGNES MOOREHEAD
CECIL KELLAWAY
GLADYS COOPER
FRANCES RAFFERTY

SATURDAY, MAY 4th —

Added Treats!
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON
M-G-M PASSING PARADE
SPORTS REVIEW

Coming! May 12-13

DOUBLE - BARRELED ACTION!

DOROTHY DIX
SMILEY BURNETTE

Time."
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"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing secur-
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Deaths-Funerals
H. E. East
11

Henry Elgan East, 51, of Shady
Grove, died Sunday, April 21, in
the hospital in Marion following
LI a brief illness.
Sur /lying are the widow, Mrs.
Susie Mae Waide East; two sons,
4 R. C. and Robert East of Evansville; two daughters, Loretta and
4 Macy Anna of Shady Grove; one
grandchild; his mother, Mrs.
• Laura East; and two sisters, Mrs.
• Albie Waide of Henderson, and
/ Mrs. Jim McConnell of Marion.
It' A son, Roy Weldon, was killed
'e in action in Germany in Novem,,, her, 1943.
Funeral services were held
April 24 in the Shady Grove
Methodist church, with the Rev.
; Edward Woodall officiating.
Burial was in Shady Grove
/ cemetery.

head sold was 1155. Baby
topped at $16; No. 1 veals,
Sales were steady with a week and hogs, $14.45. All fat h
Liveatock
ago on the Princeton
120 pounds and up sold at
Market Monday, it was reported ing prices.
Total
by Brad Lacy, manager.

Livestock Market

Knoth, Kuttawa, and the Rev.
H. G. M. Hatler. Mrs. Russell
Ditto, Vine Grove, sang a solo.
A daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Tandy, Mrs. Brown was
born and • reared in the Eddy
Creek community. She had been
a member of the Eddy Creek
Baptist Church since girlhood
and pianist for the church since
early youth. Mrs. Brown had
been in ill health the last year.
Survivors are her husband, M.
P. Brown; two daughters, Mrs.
Brad Lacy, Highland Avenue, and
Miss Marion Frances Brown,
Louisville; a son, Meredith, Mechanic street; a sister, Mrs. Mosco Mitchell, of the Cobb section,
and a half-sister, Mrs. Bernard
Massy, Providence.
Active pallbearers were nephews and honorary pallbearers
were deacons of the church.
Burial was in the church cemetery.

,
ry

Notice!

frt

--• Tandy Brown, who died at Jennie Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsvile, Wednesday, April 24, following a major operation a week
.1 before, were held at Eddy Creek
11 Baptist Church Thursday afteri.
at 2 o'clock, with the Rev.
1 W. W. Johnson, pastor, officiating, assisted by the Rev. L. J.

for H. G.
McElroy, %tired Illinois Central
Railroad car inspector, who died
at his home near Kuttawa last
Thursday, were held at New
Bethel Baptist Church, Lyon
county, of which he was a member, Saturday. He was a former
resident of Princeton.
Survivors are his widow, Mrs.
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The City Board of Supervisors, composed
' of R. C.Stevens, Geo, A. Davis and C. F. Pasteur,

"Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray"
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are called to meet on Thursday, May 16, 1946,
in the City Hall at 9:30 in the morning for the
purpose of organizing and transacting other
business pertaining to their duties.

France sit
BIG FOUR REPRESENTATIVES MEET IN PARIS —Representatives of the United States, Great Britain, Russia and
conference. Left,
at round table in Salon Victor Hugo in Luxembourg Palace. Paris, at opening session of foreign ministers'
N. Pavlov,
at table (profile) Gladwyn Jess, Great Britain; and clockwise: Russian Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov; V.
James F.
Russian interpreter; Fydor Gusev, USSR; James C. Dunn, U. S.; Sen. Tom Connally, U. S.; U. S. Secretary of State
Byrnes; Charles E. Bohlen, U. S.;. U. S. Sen. Arthur Vandenberg; Rene Massigli, France; Rene Couve de Murville, France; Georges
Great BriBidault (top of head showing) France; Gen. Georges Catroux, France; Herve Alphand, France; Alfred Duff Cooper,
tain; Oliver C. Harvey, Great Britain; and British Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin. (AP Wirephoto)
Dana, Ind.—AP—The Indiana
Highway Commission plans a
roadside park on U. S. Highway
36 near this birthplace of Ernie
Pyle as a memorial to the war
correspondent killed April 18,
1945.
He Eats Anything He Wants
A feature will be a replica in
Now, Says Mr. Autry And
Indiana limestone of the statue of
Hp Regained 20 Pounds.
Alfalfa, a cloverlike perennial, Pyle erected on Ie Shima, where
Feels More Like Old
is a native of southwestern Asia. he was killed and buried. The
Self Than In Years.
"No person in the U.S.A. feels
highway commission and the
world.
Button Gwinnett's signature Ernie Pyle Memorial, Inc., joint- more grateful to Retonga than
I do," declares Mr. John D.
ly are sponsoring the park.
has sold for as high as $51,000.
Autry of Rosine, Ky. Mr. Autry
was wounded and gassed during
World War I. He is a respected
machinist and formerly served
as notary public in the Rosine
district.
"At times," said Mr. Autry,
"It seemed that the pressure of
gas off my stomach would almost
cut off my breath. I tried different medicines and treatments
but in one two-week period I
lost 20 lbs. Severe constipation
developed, I felt extremely restless, and lots of nights I could
sleep only an hour or two. I
79¢
REGULAR $1.00 SIZE
suffered from nervous indigestion and heartburn and was
39¢
actically living on liquid foods
REGULAR 50¢ SIZE
d ,raw eggs.
"VtIthin a week after I started
19¢
REGULAR 25¢ SIZE
using Retonga I could eat any
kind of food I desired. I have
regained twenty pounds. I now

Viola McElroy; a son, Archie,
Philadelphia, Pa.; two brothers,
E. F., Pawnee, Ill., and William
H., Princeton; a sister, Mrs. S.
D. Dodds, Fredonia, and a grandchild.
Burial was in the church
cemetery.

PURINA CHEK-R-TABS

Just received a complete assortment of
low heelers. All styles and colors.
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201 East Market

Phone 242

BEN FRANKLIN
Would Be
AMAZED!
Leading printer of his time, Ben Franklin, used the "latest type"
hand printing press, capable of turning out about one hundred
copies an hour.

The modern printing presses in the LEADER Job Printing Department are capable of turning out more than 50,000 impressions in
a single 8-hour day. They are not only fast but extremely
accurate.

Fine printing requires accurate presses—inexpensive printing
requires fast presses. Our equipment fills both requirements.

TELFPHONE 50

THE PRINCETON LEADER

rest well and constipation has
been relieved. I feel that I
would not be here now if I had
not found Retonga and I wish
I could tell every one of the relief it brought me."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin
B-1 deficiency and constipation.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
—Adv.

50 Years A Doctor,
He Frowns On Vacations
Pittsburg —AP-- Dr. William
Theodore Moke celebrated completion of 50 years as a practising physician by working a 12hour day and grabbing a hasty
lunch at 3 P. M.
Dr. Moke, at 70, isn't interested
in retiring. He plans to keep on
practicing as long as patients
flock to his old-fashioned waiting room.
Once, a few years ago, Dr.
Moke took a vacation—but he
said he didn't enjoy it. Hard
work and regular habits, he
claims, keep •a man young and
healthy.
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For Sale!
One, 5-room house on 19 A. Tract

sg.s a
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sdpean
n
itJult
Draughon's Bus'
cab. For the

Half-

way between Princeton and Farmersville.

Accidents

$2,000
• . . Why
1 Tract — 210,A. creek bottom; well improved; Plenty of water.

so little —

$8,500
154 A. — 2 mi. west of Princeton; well

MA

improved; electricity.

$15,800

III W.

Also 2 nice farms in Paducah area; modern conveniences; rural.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate

Princeton, Ky.
Phones 54, Res. 175
Commenting on federal crop
insurance being offered to Bour- Everybody reads The Leader!
bon, Larue and Simpson county
Burley tobacco growers, M. D.
Royse, director of the Kentucky
Field Service Branch, Production
and Marketing Administration,
said "Ever since men first began
to cultivate the land, they have
sought three things as a basis
for the well-being of themselves
and their loved ones: Better
land, profitable prices and assurance of production.
Soak up the sun this summer, and do it in the enjoyable way with
"Many attempts to realize them
have been made, but it took a
good-looking, well-built porch and lawn furniture, from Jordan's.
nation-wide collapse of agriculCome in and see our wide and varied selection.
ture to develop a realization that
a sound and prosperous agriculture was vital to the existence of
the nation. As a result American
farmers, cooperating with the
government, have now begun to
attain their objectives: Better
land, through soil improvement
programs; good prices, through
loan and price support programs.
"But a productive soil and
good prices still do not assure a
PORCH ROCKERS
farmer an • adequate income as
long as the hazards of weather,
Sturdily built.
crop diseases and insects are unNatural finish.
controlled. Crops are as uncertain as life—and we insure our
$4.95 to $9.75
HICKORY LAWN FURNITURE
lives. It's as uncertain as acciwe
insure against
dents—and
For a more beautiful lawn use hickory
them. Why not insure the crops
furniture. Sturdily built. Fibre seat
which must pay for this other
and back.
insurance?"
"Crap Assurance, the third obSettee
$24.75
jective, is now obtainable, through
WOOD SETTEES
Federal Crop Insurance," said
$14.75
Rocker
Mr. Royse..
Beautiful Wood Setees.
Discussing the federal crop InSturdily built of white oak. Fan back
Chair
$12.75
surance program which is being
style. Natural finish.
given a trial for Burley tobacco
in Bourbon, Larue and Simpson
counties, Mr. Royse pointed out
$14.75
that the purpose of the act establishing the program is protection
against crippling or total crop
losses.
kGovernrnent insurance," he
said, "was established to reduce
the extreme hazards of farming
and to provide" back-log against
castrophe." 4‘411
LAWN ROCKERS
"At the st
time," said Mr.
Royse, "this insurance also proRest in ease with a comfortable lawn
tects the people dependent upon
rocker. Natural finish wood frame,
the continued income and buying
fancy stripe duck back and seat.
power of the farmer. In fact,
$12.62
it protects labor, industry, banking and the entire community of
which the farmer is a part.
"Premiums are based upon
records of losses in past years in
the county. The premium nth
Se not include operating expen.
(Incorporated)
se" rederal Crop Insurance can
Ia. obtained from agents and
"HOPKINSVILLE'S LEADING HOME FURNISHERS"
(*runty AAA offii." Mr. Rope
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she has lived in Paducah,
where
she is employed as
bookkeeper
Silvery as a dew-bell rung
at §witzer's Furniture
Store.
green spire, that note;
The bridegroom is a
From some
graduate
among
stirs
that
wind
Gentle as
of Smithland High School. They
wands, remote.
will live in Paducah after
The Willow
Serdelicate hour
Held in that
geant Duke has been discharged
between
from the Army.
light
Slow vanishing of
-eased,
star,
heart
first
And the
Farmer- Adams
we lean
Mr. and Mrs. Euen Farmer,
Toward the melodious night.
earth can sound Franklin street, announce the enof
harp
No
gagement of their daughter, Miss
more clear
Mary NeIle Farmer, to Mr.
In dusk's dim concert-hall,
Henry A. Adams, Mayfield. The
Can fall more raptly on the ear
wedding is planned for June,
Than this elusive call.
in the First Baptist Church,
And if we diligently hark,
Princeton.
An answer hardly heard
May reach us from the deepening dark
Stromatt - Belt
That's 'neither wind nor bird!
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stromatt,
Jennings
—Leslie Nelson
Creswell, announce the marriage
of their daughter, Fannie, to
Barney Belt, Henderson, SaturMcNeeley-Duke
day, April 20, at Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester K. Mc- Attendants
were James StroNeeley, Dawson Springs, Route
matt and Dorothy Ladd.
3, announce the marriage of
daughter, Lorella, to Set. Lewis
Duke, of Iuka. The double ring Lytle-West
Mrs. Gertrude Lytle, Owens-i
ceremony took place Sunday,
April 21, at 9 o'clock, at the boro, announces the engagement
Broadway Methodist chapel, Pa- of her daughter, Miss Ruth Clayucah, with the pastor, the Rev. ton Lytle, to Mr. R. E. West
ed Hightower, officiating. Mr. son of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. West
d Mrs. Charles E. Cochran Mining City. The wedding will
take place at 4:30 o'clock, May
ere attendants.
U. S. Lt. Robert R. Rogers (left) and Erich Pinkau, cif
Mrs. Duke is a graduate of 25, in the Sorgho Baptist Church.
German criminal police, examine the under-floor hiding place
awson Springs High School
Miss Lytle is a graduate o
where arsenic was found in a Nuernberg. Germany, bakery
d Draughon's Business College, Western State Teachers College
which supplied bread to Stalag 13, seven miles from Nuernberg.
o the 1 t
c
More than 2,200 German prisoners at the camp were stricken
last week with arsenic poisoning from arsenic painted on the
bottom of loaves given the prisoners. (AP Wirephoto)

Bird Of Dusk

his discharge from the armed forces after 3 years of service, including 22 months in the European Theater, has resumed his
studies at Western Teachers
College.
Miss Lytle has been employed
since April, 1945, as home service representative for the Kentucky Utilities Company in
Princeton.

At The Churches

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
9:45
a.m. Annual Go-ToSunday-School Day.
10:55 a.m. Morning Worship
led by the Sunday School. The
three choirs will sing. Miss
Enelida Geymonat of Uruguay
will speak.
6:30 p.m. Youth Fellowship
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Rev. Robert Lew, guest preacher
Mon., 6:30 p.m. Pipers Club
Tues., 7:30 p.m. Official Board.
Wed., 7:30 p.m. Prayer meeting
led by the pastor.

We've gone to the Seat
of the Trouble!

THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship
Topic: "The Sabbath Day"
7:00 Evening Worship
Topic: "Agents of Satan"

Sp-Sew Club

here with Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Bryant. They also visited Cpl.
Earl Bryant at Selfridge Field,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. (Bud) Mich.
McChesney, Charles McLin and
Mrs. H. C. Hoplwell, Paducah,
C. C. Bishop have returned Mrs. W. F. McMurry, Madisonfrom a visit to Mr and Mrs. ville, and Mrs G. H. Stegar, of
Bedford McChesney and son, Atlanta, Ga., were guests of Mrs.
Don, in Brookhaven, Miss.
T. H. Young Tuesday.
Mrs. W. B. Harris, Little Rock,
Mrs. G. H. Stegar and Mr.
Ark., left Tuesday afternoon af- and Mrs. Junius McClung, of Atter a brief visit to Mr. and Mrs. lanta, Ga., spent Saturday night
C. E. Gaddie, Washington street. with Mrs. T. H. Young and reMrs. Harris, the former Ellen turned home Sunday.
Sutton, is a former resident here,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Langand once owned the Princeton ham, Mayfield, were
recent
Banner.
visitors here. Mr. Langham, son
George Green, Florida, is visit- of Ed Langham, formerly lived
ing his sister, Mrs. H. W. Blades, in the Claxton community. Mrs.
Sr., Washington street.
,Langham is the former Mary
Mrs. James Fulgham, the for- Josephine Blowers, Middlesboro,
mer Winfree Lamb, Newbern, England. The couple married in
Tenn., in visiting Mrs. Claude June while he, served overseas
Wilson.
in the Army.
Pete Qates, Chicago, spent
The condition of Mrs. Walter
last week-end with his mother, Hopper, Dawson Road, is imMrs. John C. Gates, Washington proved. Mrs. Hopper received a
Street.
broken ankle in a fall at her
Mrs. Earl Bryant and Earl, home about three weeks ago.
Jr. have returned to their home
Mrs. 0. L. Shultz, Hartford,
In Conway, S. C., after a visit spent Friday night with her
daughter, Miss Martha Shultz.
Miss Naomi Coleman, Mt.
Vtrnon, Ill., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Walter Hopper, Dawson
Rol&
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert William'Dr. and Mrs. Ed Creasey,
son, Route 1, on the birth of a
Monroe,
Wis., who have been
April
20.
daughter, Donna Jean,
vacationing in St. Petersburg,
• • •
Fla., since January 1, were dinleikr. and Mrs. Aubrey Hamner guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
mond, Eagan street, on the
A. Creasey, Sr. here Tuesday.
birth of a son, Paul Edward,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chapman,
April 24.
Herrin. Ill., were the guests of
• • •
his cousin, Mrs. Fred Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. David Garland
Burris, Dawson Springs, Route and Mr. Taylor, S. Seminary
street, Saturday night.
3, on the birth of a daughter,
Mrs. A. K. Miller and daughDonna Godettia, April 18.
ter. Mrs. Carl Davenport, and
• • •
Mrs. Davenport's son, Billy, all
Mr. and Mrs. James Leonard
of Tulsa, Okla., arrived SaturHopper, Fredonia, Route 1, on
day night for a visit to Mrs
the birth of a daughter, Diana

Miller's sister, Mrs. Fred Taylor.
Mrs. Davenport and son returned to Tulsa Tuesday morning
and Mrs. Miller remained for a
longer visit with her sister.
Dr. and Mrs. G. E. Hatcher,
Cerulean, and Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Agnew, Daytona Beach, Fla.,
were Sunday guests of Mr. and

A diamond is composed
pure crystallized carbon, w
is the hardest substance in
Fakirs are religious
cants, common to all creeds
India.

7 diamond Engagement Ring
in H511141.11
, Recounting.

The Leader
Congratulates

A diamond Engagement Ring is one
of the most important purchases you
will ever make. Its beauty should be
as enduring as the love it symbolizes.
In choosing this ring, your wisest
course is to get the expert counsel of
a jeweler whose judgment and integrity you can trust.

our Divided Payment Plan—Payments
tow as $1.25 per week.

The So and Sew Club met
Tuesday, April 16, at the new
home of Mrs. Frank Wilson, 312
N. Harrison street.
Following the business session, club members surprised
Mrs. Wilson with a kitchen
Faye, April 26.
shower.
The hostess served a party
Stinebaugh, Robert Parsley, Delplate to Mesdames Raymond
Shortt, Robert Drake, Earl
Brown, George Stevens, J. H. mar
Adams, Hugh Skees and C. E.
week. Speaker for the morning Kercheval.
service will be the Rev. H. H.
The next meeting will be held
Jones, Marion. Special singing Friday, May 3, at the home of
by the choirs of several churches Mrs. Earl Adams, 102 Highland
will be a feature.
Ayenue.

AB1 viEEK!'

Space is also being made available for additional Lockers

CRIB-PLAY PEN TOY

to take care of your strawberries and vegetables.

Styled to help exer- 9k
else baby's muscles.

Locker rentals per year .. . . $12.50 to $15.00
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
IL G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Miming Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
Playtex pants stretch all
peeled comfort

over, to give

PLAYTEX
BABY PAN"S

From now on the"seat" is no trouble
at all. Hot, rubberized baby panti
are now out of date.PLAYTEX Baby
Pants overcome all the old 'complaints. They're thin, soft, nonchafing, and cool to wear. Made of
that amazing material, creamy liquid latex,they S-T-R-E-T-C-H to give
your baby perfect comfort. They're
waterproof,and cleaned with a 10second rinse. No seams or binding
stitchet yet all edges are seamlessly
reinforced for durability. And how
they wear! 4 sizes, Small, medium,
large and extra large. Gift packaged in silver color boxes. 69c.
* Mail and Phone Orders Filled *

LARGE

UP TO 12 LBS.
13 TO 18 LBS
19 TO 23 LBS.
24 LBS. and UP

cotton batiste .. . launders like new
PRETTY BRAID-TRIMMED BABY'S DRESS

HOLINESS CHURCH
Rev. Mrs. Opal Blackford,
Beginning Monday night, April
8, at 7:30 o'clock, an old-fashioned revivaL The Rev. Loyd Calvert, of East St. Louis, ill., will
be the evangelist.

Cunningly styled for the "play-pen" crowd with perky little
sash and pretty blue or pink trim to give the tiny baby
that "precious" look. Sizes 3 to 18 months.

RUBBER CRIB SHEET
Molstureproof; 27x36
inches. In white.

79ft

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
7:30 Evening Worship

M

EWIWN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman
supt
Morning Worship each Sunday at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
6:38 P. M.
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
7:30 P. M.

ALL-WOOL SWEATER
INFANTS' KIMONO

100% Wool Sacque

Pink or blue; infants' sizes.
Sacque design also available.

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School at 9:45. The
goal for attendance Sunday, 160.
Rev. W. H. Curl, Ashland, will
preach at 11 a.m. and Rev. A.
R. Dailey, missionary to South
America, will preach at 7 p.m.
Noted missionaries will speak
every evening at 7 p.m. through
Friday. A cordial invitation is
extended to all
ifTD
CRIDER rgan
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Kermit Z Neal, pastor
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m.
Preaching services at 11:00, by
th3 pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the palm.

Coat Style
with Collar

Smooth 'n simple
pumps...Such favorites because they
seem to "go with
everything.' Hi or
mid-hl heels.

Princeton Shoe Co.

.4 ..2.4,9

Little Majesty,
uses
to

White leather uppers.

Nata-Pan flushaway diapers

804

4 Dos.

Handmade
Pink and blue.
Infants' sizes.

The always fresh, wetproof panties. Specially designed to hold
flushaway diaper..
Sixes Extra small to
large.

1.4
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May Fishing Laws
Are Explained

Monuments

Insurance Agency

John Davis & Son

DARIUS DYER

NEW
ATOMIC
Ethyl Ga
18,60c
Highest
Octane
Lightning
Acceleration

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

Dead Animals
WANTED

Tomorrow's
Gasoline Today.
2¢
1
KEROSENE 9/

R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
Kill t tic
Princeton,

INSPECTIONS FREE

Attention!
Wool Growers

Kentucky Rendering Works

DOAN'S PILLS

er!
Everybody reads The Lead

Liar. is "Ors
Opt...
saute Lass
S ISII•I. Er'',
Afirsday Morels*. American
Bro•olese.1rag
Co-to:434.M.,
E.5.T.

OF SATIN FINISHES
BEAUTIFUL • RESTFUL and MODERN
Just the thing to give that professional
decorators' touch to walls...ceilings and
woodwork. SATONE in beautiful, soft,
non-glare satin tones gives distinction and
friendliness to any room.
SATONE used on woodwork
gives the depth and beauty
of a hand-rubbed finish at a
fraction of the cost.
lAaded

skin when you give It
fegulor -Botany" Lanolin core,
These 'dainty preporolions ore so incredibly rich
In lanolin they smooth
away the traces of dry..
ness...teave your skin
softer, lovelier, help It
maintain the oil balance If

54410

needs for bisouty.

nies Zeiatily

Only $ 365

PER GAL.

wool has been handled
For the past few years, all the Cor
poration, a Governthrough the Commodity Credit
ment Agency.
s agency in this secI have been handling wool forrthipaying the following
tion, and will again this yea
ehouse at Madisonprices delivered to me at my War
nts.
ville, or to designated receiving poi
ing points, will be anDates of receiving, and the receivs paper,
nounced from time to time in thi

Prices

See when a beouttioi
change takes place in dry

48c
Clear Native
48c
Clear Blackface Northwestern
38c
Light Burry
........ 30c
Hard Burry
38c
Gray and Black Fleeces
30c
Dead Fleeces
38c
.
Clear Merino and Ramboulet
28c
Light Burry . ..„
20c
Hard Burry
28c
s
ece
Fle
Grey and Black
20c
Dead Fleeces
32c
)
Goat Hair,(Clear
BE ONE
WOOL PICKED UP AT THE FARM WILL
PRICES
E
CENT PER POUND LESS THAN THE ABOV
matter,
All wool must be dry, free of tags and foreign
and tied with PAPER STRINGS.
on reWool bags and paper string-s will be furnished
quest.
SAME BAG
DO NOT PUT DIFFERENT GRADES IN gra
des, Sell
For good service, accurate weights and
your wool to...

Basil M.Brooks1133

Madisonville,Ky.
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Claims Record

PA Raises Retail New KU Power Plant

The 40-cow herd of Ebelhar
AGENT
and Sons in Daviess county produced 372,944 pounds of milk 107 So. Seminary
containing 11,374 pounds of but- PHONE 401
PR1NCETO
terfat, according to dairy herd
improvement association records
This is an average of nearly
three_ gallons of milk a cow
W. H. Johnson
a day, compared to an average
J. Y. 011annon
production of a gallon and a
third per cow in the county, says
For Immediate
County Agent John E. McClure.
Delivery On
One 9-nine-year-old Guernsey
in the herd produced 11,092
MONUMENTS
pounds of milk and 459 pounds
of butterfat. Four cows produced
SEE OUR STOCK--THE
over 400 pounds of fat, seven
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
produced 350 to 400 pounds, and
10 produced 30 to 350 pounds.
Paducah Granite
The Eblehar farm produces an
Stone Co.
Marble,
abttndance of high-quality pasture, legume hay and grain, Mr.
402 South 3rd Street
McClure points out.
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
The first census in the United
States was taken in 1790.

rice Ceilings
n Cigareffes
washington

Washington— AP— Good news
for motorists: The rubber industry bids fair to surpass its
towering production goal of 66,000,000 new passenger tires this
Year.
Civilian production officials
made this encouraging forecast
Wednesday, saying the record
output drive is being helped by
pack on sales of
a
cent
half
A
new cotton yarn controls • proand so on.
o packs, four, six
tecting tire cord supplies.
vending
on
pack
a
One cent
The industry's goal is 13,000,chine sales.
000 tires more than the estiten
Five cents on a carton of
mated 53,000,000 passenger casks.
ings produced in the previous
banner year of 1941.
The half cent multiple pack
ease applies wherever cutDespite the present bright outin
look, however, CPA officials
te prices for these sales are
cautioned motorists' that retail
ect. For example, stores now
dealers probably will continue
ling popular brands for fourto run a week or two behind on
-n cents a pack, two for twentire deliveries throughout the
-Six cents, are being allowed
incdease the price to two
summer, catching up with dayto-day demand only in the final
ks for twenty-seven cents.
quarter of the year.
The 14-cent price for a single
Murray — William Allen, Marvaca'
As advice to intending
k remains unchanged. In •
*pre-law vet Itudent at
ion,
are
prices
present
tioners, one CPA spokesman ofe areas
College, claims the
fered: "Put yourself on a dealer's Murray State
her than these examples.
fishing
opular brands covered by
list in plenty of time, expect de- record for pole-and-line
Lake this spring.
action include Camels, Cheslivery in 10 days to two weeks, on Kentucky
here holding an
•
have one of the old tires recap- He is pictured
ields, Lucky Strikes, Philip
catfish - he caught in
proof wall with water-tight doors ped for a spare."
d
18-poun
of
archiis
Kentucky."
the
future
above
Pictured
and
Raleighs.
Golds
Old
rris,
Wildcat Creek runs
will protect vital equipment to
Far in the forefront of recon- water where
A tentative completion date
o-called "economy" brands, tect's conception of the new
Lake near here.
feet above the '37 flood
tire manufacturers so into Kentucky
under a uniform ceiling of steam-electric power plant being for the first generator is April, nine
version,
level, Brown explains. More far this year have eclipsed 1941's
Fishing with a hook about
teen cents a pack, two packs built near Tyrone, Woodford 1947, with the second to follow a
than 40 of the 50 large concrete peak production rate but are one inch long, covered with a
anced to a uniform price of
county, by Kentucky Utilities year later. When in operation, caissons on which the plant will
hooked the big fish
twenty-five cents, are being
crowding the limit of their ma- worm, Allen
Company, Construction of the the two units will furnish em- rest have been completed. Each
him for about 40
battled
and
for
all
pack
a
cents
terials supply.
teen
new plant will not be affected ployment for 50 men, and will is five feet in diameter and deshe wrapped the
Finally
minutes.
a
of
increase
shortOne major difficulty, the
es. This is an
by building controls governing require 86,000 tons of coal a cends into bedrock 60 feet.
waded into
age of yarn for the cords which line around a root,
f cent a pack on multiple- veteran housing, according to year, Mr. Watt reports. He esti"We have experienced little has plagued manufacturers in re- the water, put his stringing wire
k sales.
mates this will provide 17,000 trouble with the flow of materR. M. Watt, K. U. president.
waded out
cent weeks, should be relieved through a gill, and
Potential capacity of the coal- man-days of work for Kentucky ials," Brown says. "Because of
by the emergency "freeze" of with him.
using generators is 100,000 kilo- coal miners.
Kentucky's future needs for gen- cotton yarn mill spindles on May
On another expedition, he lost
vel Difficulties
Customers served by the Ty- erating capacity, the Tyrone
rod and reel and thereafter
his
vdney. Australia—(4)—Alex- watts. Permission has already
predicted.
1, CPA rubber officials
need have little fear plant had a high priority even
er Solomon of Gulargom- been granted to install one of rone plant
es- confined his fishing efforts to
to
restore
will
The
freeze
curtailing operation of before the end of the war. We
e, the first full-blooded abo- the projected four 25,000-kilo- of flood
all spindles the pole-and-line type. Both he
to E. W. are right on our construction sential production
1 appointed to the New watt generators. Application is the station, according
the needed and his wife attend Murray
making
were
which
president and head schedule."
th Wales Aborigines' Welfare being filed for permission to Brown, vice
yarn on State College.
and
industrial
garment
after three install a second, with two more of K. U.'s engineering departrd, resigned
Dec. 31. It is accompanied by
ment.
ths and went back to the to follow as the need develops.
a price increase as a "production 700 Needed To Pick
The grade on which the plant Learns To Walk
He said he lost too much Total construction costs will be
incentive" and a set-aside to
is being built is two feet, three Again At 95
Purchase Strawberries
ey traveling to Sydney for more than $6,500,000, and reprevent the yarn from being dithe
of
peak
the
above
inches
Mayfield, April 23 — Seven
com"my
says,
Watt
Mr.
flects,
each
Lynchburg, Va.—AP—AV 95, verted to non-essential uses.
d meetings-375 miles
hundred workers will be needed
pany's belief in the industrial 1937 flood. In addition, a flood- a Bedford woman is learning to
in Graves county this spring to
walk for the third time.
Expects Poultry
aid in the strawberry harvest,
She is Mrs. Karen-Haptuch To Be Profitable
it was announced today by Paul
Saunders, recovering at a hospiC. H. Copass of Monroe county, Lester, field agent for farm labor.
Lester asked that all workers
tal from a break in her right leg. who has been keeping records
Aided by the latest device, a for 15 years, predicts that his who will be available for the
"walker," she is making such net earnings will not drop this harvest register at the farm
rapid progress that attendants year, despite the high cost of labor office in the court house
say she will soon be able to dis- feed. Last year his flock of 450 here.
Pickers will be paid from $1.20
card it.
birds netted him $1,151. Farm
Just two years ago, Mrs. Saun- Agent Justus L. Ellis notes that to $1.80 a crate, he said.
ders was treated for a break in Copass tarries a well-balanced
Bath county has surpassed its
her left leg, from which she has farm program in addition to
raising poultry, his tobacco mak- goal of 600 4-H club members
entirely recovered.
She believes "old age is a hap- ing approximately a ton to the and has a total of 696.
py time of life," but the ways of acre each year.
this day make her gasp.
B. P. Deaton of the Wooten
"Men today are mighty forward," she remarked when some community in Leslie county set
of them kissed her on her birth- Out 20,000 seedlings of black
day. "When I was being courted, walnut, black locust and black
pine.
a kiss meant something."

— AP— OPA Wedannounced an innight
day
ceilings for
me in retail price
ultiPle-pack, carton and vendmachine sales of cigarettes.
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The increase, granted
costs
a jump in manufacturing
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Today.
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High Production
In Daviess Herd

SOAP FLAKES AND POWDERS

GET TNE
5002
ECONOMY
PACKAGE'

It's a party

Getd rodaq/
FROM YOUR GROCER

fullio flu!

Mff.4,7#3
May 1st to May 7th

at home

somas UWE* aureolart

Of THE COCA-COLA

National
Baby Week

comma as

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

FOLDING
CARRIAGES
;18.75 & $24.75

Pasteurized
MILK

Sleeves, Short & Long Sleeves

VEST —

29

Training

Our cap on a bottle of

PANTIES — — 28

pasteurized milk is your
is health insurance! Serve

guarantee of purity, sani-

it at every meal.

tation and quality.

Your

family will not only enjoy

NURSERY CHAIR
;3.49

the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but

CRIB BLANKETS
Bath and Receiving
Crib and Carriage
Better Grade

they will thrive on it. Arrange to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage with in-between meal snacks.

There'll be much ado about the detailing of this
suit! The quiet charm of trarmto embroidery is
graciously blended into the sort lines of the jacket.
A roll pleat at the shoulder line completes the charm-

ME

ing picture. Soft pockets, in a wonderful cool crepe.

tides,

Phone161

./4ight

DETAIL •INTEREST

Sula & Eliza Nail

49(/
$1.98
$2.79

BOTTLER WARMERS
$1.98
Electric
NURSERY SEAT

RECORD BOOKS
$1.98
TODDLERS KNIT
SUITS . . . $2.98
PLASTIC PANTS 39c

VISIT OUR TOY DEPARTMENT
Dolls, Trucks, Telephones, Guns, Horns,
and many others to choose from.
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Jaycees Awarded
Charter As Civic
.1 Leaders Applaude
*

King Lear Delights
Rotarians With Music
King Lear, former major le
gue baseball player and no
with the Chicag
connected
White Sox organization, , w
guest entertainer at Tuesd
night's meeting of the Rota
Club. He delighted his listener
with humorous baseball stori
and a selection of piano rendi
tions ranging from ragtime t
classics. Clarence E. McGary
manager of the Federated Store
was welcomed as the club'
Baby Member.

(Continued from page one)
Orient here for the Jaycees chapter; George W. Hill, J. B. Lester,
•
4 Henry Sevison, Bill Powell, and
others were called upon for brief
III' remarks, all congratulating the
i new organization and expressing
- confidence its efforts would resuit in material benefit for
. Princeton.
• io• Tom Brizendine, president of of the local unit, because o
ir the Greenville Jaycees, urged their efforts in helping to organ
itattendance at the State conven- ize the chapter here. All char
: tion, held last weekend at Padu- ter members signed a scroll
cah, as did Paul Abell, State presented with the'charter. Mr
.. vice president and editor of the York said membership in the
• ';Jaycees' magazine. Other out-of- Princeton unit would reach 100
'town Jaycees present included by July 1.
'.1
Charter members of the Prince
if'Clayton Rice, Greenville; Louis
Chipps, president of the Marion ton Junior Chamber of Corn
Jaycees; Orland Love, Marion; merce are: Joe P. Wilcox, G1
Jack Roettiger, Leonard Patillo, Allen, Reg Lowery, John Press
ler, Murray Sell, Russell Good
0., Paducah Jaycees.
i President York said he felt aker, Dr. Elwoosi Cook, Wm. L.
,that Bill Powell, Paul Abell and Hodge, Joe McMican, Lige-Cook
several other Paducah Jaycees, Edward Krinard, Ralph Mc
'deserved to be charter members Connell, Ray Woodruff, Jo

f

Housewives!
To save time and for your convenience

GENERAL ELECTRIC
DISH WASHER
Visit us today and investigate this marvelout scientific discovery —

Press Plans Awards
To U. K. Sophomore

REMAINS OF HOME AFTER PLANE CRASH

Louisville —(fP)— The Kentucky Press Association executive committee has voted an annual award of $100 to the University of Kentucky's "most deserving sopohmore journalism
student making a high scholastic average" at the University of
Kentucky.
Secretary Victor R. Portmann
said the first presentation would
be made at U. K. commencement
exercises in June.
The committee voted to hold
its midsummer meeting at Mammoth Cave in late June or early
July.
James W. Willis, former publisher of the Irvington Herald,
was made an honorary life member of the asssociation in recognition of his 50 years' "service
to Kentucky newspapers."
The group also voted to reFiremen pour water onto remains of a home at West Greenwich, R. I., after a Navy Corsair sume annual awards for outplane collided with another fighter plane and plunged into the dwelling. Mrs. Eva Parenteau, standing achievements by mem30, and her two-year-old son, Raymond, died in the flames. (AP Wirephoto)
ber papers. The prizes were discontinued during the. war. Presfloe's.
selected
carefully
-from
Removal Of Tobacco
entation will be made at the
Paramount Hatchery, Eddyannual eonvention.
Price Controls Asked
3062.
vile, Ky. Phone
Washington, April 30—(FP)— FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
call William S. Guess at 338-3, FOR SALE — Poster bed with
Leases 69 Acres For
Removal of government price
Service Cab Co., opposite
lights; three-drawer dresser;
tobacco
and
tobacco
on
controls
Kentucky Lake Dock
Princeton Hotel and I. C. Dedouble
four-drawer
chest;
products was advocated before
Murray—William G. Nash of
Itc
pot.
springs and mattress and threethe Senate Agriculture commit
Murray has leased for 19 years a
mirwash-stand
with
drawer
tee Tuesday by, W. P. Hedrick, FOR SALE—Oldsraobile, 4-door
ltp 69-acre site on Kentucky Lake
ror. Call 744.
sedan. Tires good, motor in
marketing specialist of the North
in Marshall County for a boat
good condition. Call 338-3, W. H. CRAIG, Piano tuner, will dock. The property was acquirCarolina Department of Agriculopposite
Service
Cab Co.,
be here this week. Phone 232, ed from the Tennessee Valley
ture.
Princeton Hotel and I. C. DeMrs. F. K. Wylie, if service Authority.
With removal of price controls,
Itc
pot.
he said, tobacco again would
ltc
is needed.
sell on a basis of grade and qualred
and
white
Black,
—
I still want a good boy to work Runaway Mules Throw
ity, with the poorer grades sel- LOST
collar bearing
hound;
spotted
one day a week in store; Not Man To Death On Fence
ling at a level which would pername of "Elvis Sigler." Reparticular about color of hair.
mit export.
Madisonville — William Tapp,
ward. Elvis Sigler, Tel. FarNo banjo pickers or fiddlers
82, Madisonville, died at his
mersville Exchange.
ltp
need apply. See me at Cash's
home Saturday night from inOPA Raises Retail
2t
Cash Store.
juries he suffered five hours
THE Spring and Summer DonPrices For GM Cars
caster Dresses feature linen, WANTED TO RENT—House or earlier when a runaway team
—
Washington, May 1 —
salyna, seersucker, chambrays,
rooms in or near Princeton. of mules threw him against a
O.P.A. today raised retail price
plain and striped cottons, plain
Call 781 or see John W. Call, fence on his farm near here.
ceilings for General Motors autoand printed silk crepes. See
ltp
515 N. Jefferson St.
mobiles by $16 to $60 to comthem on display at my home.
Honorably Discharged
pensate for wage increases in
506 Washington St., Mrs. J. D. FOR SALE-1 14-inch Flat-botWilliam L. Curnmins, Sic,
tom
Tractor
Hodge
plow.
Imthe industry.
2tp
Stephens.
Route 3, was among Kentucky
plement Co., Washington St. U men discharged from the naval
Weeks, Reginald Mitchell, James WE WANT nice small trimmed
service at Great Lakes, Ill., last
D. Keeney. Lucian Rasco, Chas.
Hams, Shoulders and Side Baweek.
W. Glenn, Wm. W. Brown, Reg
con—Wood
smoked. Liquid Card Of Thanks
means
this
take
to
desire
We
James
smoked meat at less price.
0. Catlett, James Loftus,
Cash's Cash Store
2t of expressing our deep appreciaShrewsbury, Layton Hall, Gortion of the many acts of Christian
don Lisanby, James McCaslin,
liesefit wonderfully from Emma
Richard Morgan, Homer Purdy, ORDER CHICKS LOCALLY— kindness and sympathy shown
doctor's discovery that relieves
Avoid
in
See
delays
delivery.
us in our recent bereavement.
Robert Holmes, T. C. Pryor,
backache, run-dews feeling due
Glenn Salyer, Eugene Cook, • the chicks you are litiYing• The helpfulness of neighbors and
Book orders now. Hatching friends in our sorrow was a
to excess acidity in the arise
Pratt Littlepage, Howard Mcevery Tuesday and Saturday. source of great comfort and will People everywhere are finding amasies
Gough, Phillip Mitchell 0,wen
1
Blood-tested, U. S. Approved, always be remembered grate- rolls/ from palahd •YmPt...
b.".
Dunbar, Howard York, Clelland
irritation cassod by emes• acidity la tbe
controlle4 Para- fully.
arias.. DR. KIlliSit'S SWAMI* ROOT
Carr, George French, H. M. Pullorurn
pets fast as the itidaeys to Mk SO discomfort
mount Hatchery, Eddyville, M. P. Brown and Children
ltp by mresmstLy the flow *1 aria*. Tlils pure
Palmer, Delmar Shortt, Elliott
herbal
r.ime Is especially welcome
Ky. Phone 3062.
Pruitt, K. V. Bryant, Jimmie
FOR SALE-4-room house, 100200 foot lot, good garage and
coal house, one-fourth mile
from city limit, on Sand Lick
road. See or call H. C. P'Pool,
Phone 451.
ltp

16 Kentuckians Among
Baptist Seminary Graduates

Louisville, April 30 — Fifteen
from Kentucky are among 168
men who are candidates at the
annual Spring commencement
of the Southern Baptist TheoloFOR SALE — A 6-foot John gical Seminary here May 3.
Deere harrow; a Dane tworow corn cutter; a No. 13 Oliver plow; a six-shovel riding
cultivator; a sorrel mare
(smooth mouth); A bay mare,
10 years old. See Joe Darnell.
Princeton, Route 2.
2tp

That this may not vanish
into thin air

where &ladder irritation due to
eclat/ is rospensilsle for 'getting up at
night% A carefully bleadad combitaattati
site herbs,roots, vegetables, Milsain; D.
nawsir's asetabis inetking ihwah, hi abashedly ma-habit forming. Just good
gredionts that many people ser bay* •
asaavelsos afloat.
Shad for free. prepaid sample TODAY I
Likis thousands el saws you'll be glad
atIrms3to
that yew did. Stied mu%

vspCecolliegal

•COMFORTAIRE POSTURE CHAIRS
Banish Office Fatigue with "Comfortaire"

,

leachersl

Everything in Stock

alerwerpr

BRIGHTENERS
the technical details of the scientific weapons
essential to national safety today.
More than that, it will be an Army which has
more opportunities for its members than any army
on earth has ever offered. Education and travel.
Good pay and comfortable living conditions for
soldiers and their families. A retirement plan
second-to-none, In short, one of the finest full-time
careers a man could chooee.
Let us all salute this new Army on Army Day.
Let us recognize the responsible position it occupies in safeguarding the future of our country
that our Land and the Freedom we cherish above
all else may not vanish into thin air.

You can streamline your
day-enjoy idle momentswhen you let Lin-X"Home
Brighteners" help do the
work for you.
CLEAR
GLOSS

AI

Minimizes your ef.
forts for bright,
gleaming floors. So
easy to brush on be.
cause of its smooth,
flowing quality.
$1
7n Dries to firm film
.
•• that ignores bard
MI Sit
wear.

CREAM
POUSH
Pt non-sticky furniture
polish that mirrors the
tru• beauty of fine
wood. Conceals unsightly scratches. Its
high polish protects
your most cherished
possession from din

MIS Mandl!! OP ORIAI PSALM IMPORTAMell

and finger prints.

PUILISNIII ST TNT POILLOWIN• MM.

SELF
Polishing Wax

Visit U. S. Army Combat Exhibits May 6, 1946

Chambers-Moore Motors
PHONE 100

Does the work while
you admire the Amish.
You merely flow it
on a dull surface to
achieve a beautiful
wait sheen, hs hard.
dry film protects the

surface from constant
5,?‘ Soot
wear. An anti-slip
covering.

Eldred Hdwe. Co.

sasAe
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uArs
Cie30—As
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Local U. S. Army Recruiting Station
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•SWIVEL OFFICE CHAIRS
A Good Comfortable Chair for the Boas

Introducing a ne*/ line of material for your spring slipcovers and draperies.
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PRINCETON, KY.

•METAL OFFICE LETTER TRAYS
Streamlined and Green Finish

at MACH'S in Hopkinsville

BUY CHICKS LOCALLY—Avoid
chilling. Place orders now.
Hatching every Tuesday and
Saturday. All popular breeds

II

MIMIKLY NNWSPA
pogo ANTOCIATIT
PRTT OA

•METAL OFFICE WASTE BASKETS
Finished in Brown or Green

.5;13
CeltrOtier ?ilited:
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I
as ease. All stressless sell Swewe

WANTED — Several stands of
good country lard. Cash's Cash
Store.
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We hays learned again the dreadful cost of freedom and seen the terrible consequences wrought
upon the earth by power-crazed aggressors. Now
we taste the sweetness of Peace, made precious by
the sa.:rifices of those who took up the challenge
to our ideals.
If their stilled voices could speak, they'd say to
us, "Never let this happen again. Make sure that
what we bare done has been worth while."
This nation is firm in the belief that the world
as we know It would never survive a war of atomic
weapons. A nation unguarded would never again
be able to mobilize to protect itself.
For that reason, on this Army Day of 1946, we
see a new, highly trained Regular Army being
formed. Already more men have volunteeted than
during any period in America's history. But, far
more important than size-it is a NEM kind of
peacetime Army manned by young men of high
purpose and intelligence, capable of mastering

$39.50 Pius T
•SPEED-O-PRINT DUPLICATORS
dWill Print Postcards up to Legal She Papers

CLASSIFIED ADS

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE

Phone 88

Modernize Your Office

CHENILLE
BEDSPREADS

Excitingly new and different in
color, pattern and design.
Suitable for the living room,
the den, the nursery, the office, the lodge, etc. In fact, to
be able to appreciate these
lovely colors and designs, you
mu!' gee them.

F.ven the dullest room!
take on fairyland atmosphere. Ruffled -dotted
Swiss, pebble dot, cushion
dot, and government net.
6-inch ruffles, 2/
2 yards
1
long.

From the Deep South,
heavily tufted, superb
quality, large double size.
White, rose, blue, yellow,
wine and green. Also
many colorful designs on
white grounds.

$11.95
Genuine hand tufted candlewick, double or twin
size. All white.

$28.75

CORTARO
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of April,
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SAFE HIGH CHAIRS
Widespread I e g s, securely
braced. Safety strap. Sturdy,
Maple or wax birch.

Tailored ninon, cotton arid
rayon marquisette. 3-inch
2 yards long.
1
hems. 2/
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Murray, April 30— As a specteachial service to students and
surcounty
and
Caldwell
ers of
rounding communities, Murray
State College is offering at least
ree "Workshop" programs during the summer quarter, which
begins June 3, Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president, has announced.
Dr. 0. C. Aderhold, director
of Georgia Educational Panel,
Athens, Ga., an outstanding
authority on development of a
unctional school, will direct one
•f these special courses, "Building High School Programs on
ommunity Needs and Resources." The course will be given
ram June 3 to June 15, with
hree quarter hours of credit,
nd will be open to upperclassen and graduate students. The
'ark will be especially valuable
or school principals who must
repare a pupil survey for the
partment of Education, accordng to Dean W. G. Nash.
Another "Workshop" course,
'Guidance in Today's Schools,"
ill be given June 17 to July 10,
der the direction of Dr. H. L.
vis, principal of Lafayette
hool, Lexington. A former
tate supervisor of vocational
idance, Dr. Davis is a visiting
rofessor at the University of
entucky. This course will have
our quarter hours of credit and
will stress the development of
program of education guidance
sed upon the needs and reurces of the community.
A third special course will be
ffered, "Building a Program
r the Elementary School."
is course, with eight quarter
ours of credit, will begin June
and will continue through
uly 10. Besides a staff of colge instructors, the course will
aye the following consultants:
iss Louise Combs, assistant
'rector of teacher education,
tate Department of Education;
Virginia White James, Ten•e Valley Authority; Miss
Ty Lois Williamson, State
pervisor of home economics
ucation; Miss Genevieve PickTennessee Valley Authority.
is designed to be of interest
graduate and undergraduate
dents, teachers, principals, and
ementary supervisors.
President Woods has announcthe regular summer courses,
ith the regular staff, will be
ailable as usual for the sumer term. The wafter is divided
to two terms of five and oneif weeks each, beginning Mon3', June 3, and ending Satury, August 17.
Potatoes were being cultivated
all the temperate parts of
•uth America from Chile to
•lombia when the New World
as discovered.

WORKMEN AT EMPTY MUSSOLINI GRAVE

Cemetery workmen stand around the empty grave at Milan, Italy from which the city officials said Mussolini's body was removed. The grave had been unmarked, and the exact location
had been kept secret to all but a few persons. (AP Wirephoto by radio from Rome)

Cholera Season
For Swine Here
Frankfort, May 1 — (Special)
With the arrival 'of the hog
cholera season, farmers were
warned today that this N. 1
swine disease may take a sharp
upswing this year.
Officers
of the
American
Foundation for Animal Health today called attention to official
figures, just released, showing
that 3,300 outbreaks of hog
cholera were reported in the
year just passed.
"This year the danger may be
even greater because hog cholera
moves in cycles, and another
upward swing of the cycle—
like we experienced many times
—may occur this season," the
Foundation report declares.
"The virus of this disease from
last year's outbreak now lurks
in thousands of localities. Science
has found no cure for cholera.
The only safeguard is proper
vaccination—before the diseate
strikes. Spring pigs should be
vaccinated as early as possible,
Preferably around weaning time.
"First, however, they should
be examined by a veterinarian
to determine whether they are in
condition to receive the immunization. If pigs are suffering from
diseases or are out of condition,
vaccination should not be attetnpted until they are restored to
health."

Somerset Soldier-Judge
Boomed For US Senate
The Somerset Commonwealth,
whose publisher is George Joplin, Jr., director of the State
Division of Publicity, thinks its
townsman, Judge John Sherman
Cooper, is the Republicans' best
candidate for United States Senator and indicates its preference
in the following news story, in
its most recent issue:
A boom for John S. Cooper for
U. S. Senator, launched last week
by some Republican friends, has
gained considerable momentum
in party circles. While manifesting interest in the suggestion,
Circuit Judge Cooper said he
would not consider making the
race if Senator William Stanfill sought re-election. "He (Senator Stanfill) will have my active support in the event he is a
candidate," Judge Cooper stated.
If the Perry County Senator
decides not to make the race but
devote his time and energies to
the chairmanship of the State
Central Committee, a position
he now holds, strong pressure
will be brought on Judge Cooper
to toss his hat in the ring.
Senator Stanfill has given no
indication of his plans to date
but there are many who believe
that he recognizes the importance
of directing the Rebublican organization work in Kentucky, is
cdgnizant of the great service
he can render the party through
the chairmanship of the State

State Soil Conservation Committee of Kentucky
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Notice of Result of Election of Supervisors of
Caldwell County Soil Conservation District

Committee, and would step aside
and enthusiastically support a
man of Judge Cooper's calibre
for Senator.
Judge Cooper has been active
in State politics for many years,
and is widely and favorably
known throughout the State. He
was elected to the General Assembly in 1927, and beginning
in 1929 served two terms as Pulaski County Judge. He was a
candidate for the Republican
nomination for Governor in 1939,
losing to Judge King Swope of
Lexington.
Shortly after the outbreak of
the war Judge Cooper volunteered in the Army as a private. He
made a splendid recond in service, and came out last December with the rank of captain.
He spent 20 months overseaS. He
joined the 15th Corps of the
Third Army in England in the
spring of 1944, went to France in
July and served with the 15th
Corps in its campaign through
Central France until the liberation of Paris. In September he
was assigned to Headquarters,
Third U. S. Army, and continued
on that assignment until the end
of the war, serving in the campaigns of France, Luxemburg
and Germany. In August, 1945,
he was assigned to duty with the
Military Government in Bavaria
as legal officer in charge of the
reorganization of its ministry of
justice and 239 courts, serving
one-half of the U. S. occupied
zone in Germany and a population of 11,000,000 people.
He was elected Circuit Judge
of the 28th Judicial District last
November, having no opposition
in his own or the Democratic
party.
A graduate of Somerset High
School, Judge Cooper attended
Centre College at Danville for
(Please turn to Page Three)

Coopertown, the University of
Kentucky's village for married
veterans and the largest project
of its kind in the United States,
will house 1,500 citizens by next
fall, according to estimates from
University authorities.
Conceived when it became apparent last fall that a large scale
housing program was necessary
to care for some of the married
veterans desiring to enter the
University of Kentucky, the University authorities obtained housing units through the Federal
Housing Administration from the
war plant town of Charlestown,
Ind., and Willow Run, Mich.,
and carted them to Lexington by
truck. Streets had to be laid,
electric service installed, houses
set on posts, utilities connections made and other operations
performed before the first units
could be occupied.
This little town of prefabricated homes, erected on the University's Experiment Station
Farm, has 324 housing units, 132
of which are occupied now.
Eventually it will have 404 units.
Rental fees, set by the FHA,
range from $26.50 to $37.50 an
month, depending on the income
of the tenant. Rents are calculated to provide sufficient income to meet operating and
maintenance expenses and costs
of amortization of the building
debt.
Residents of Coopertown,
which was named for Dean
Thomas P. Cooper, dean of the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics and Director of the
Experiment Station, have a town
council, which serves as intermediary between residents of the
veterans' community and the
University committee on housing
veterans. A graduate student
resident publishes a semimonthly
newsheet and is a strong booster of Coopertown.

Ouartet Performs
For Men's Club
The Methodist Men's Club
held its monthly dinner meeting
in the social hall of Ogden Memorial Methodist Church Friday,
April 26, with 88 visitors and
members present.
Due to requests by members
of the club, another barbeque
ham supper was served. The
meal was prepared and served
by the ladies of Mrs. W. L.
Cash's class.
The club enjoyed the singing
of the Scott Quartet, composed
of Clay Scott, William Scott,
James Cash and Wilson Parrent.
A. P. Yates presided at the
meeting and welcomed two new
members, A. P. Buckalew and
William Scott.
The next meeting will be held
May 3.

Rio De Janeiro—.1P)—Press reports from Araruna, in the Brazilian state of Paraiba says that
a recent court ruling there
branded singing in the streets a
crime. The same ruling, it is reported, declared that playing
volley ball in the street is legal.

UP

That the tabulation set out below gives a full, correct and
true report of the result of an election of three supervisors for the
Caldwell County Soil Conservation District, held on the 13th day

UP

UP

UP

of April, 1946.

James G. Neal
Donald Roberts
Ancil Vinson

NUMBER OF VOTES
43
45
44

James G. Neal, Donald Roberts and Ancil Vinson being the three
candidates who received the largest number of votes, were dedared the elected supervisors for said district.

UP
That is the trend of all values. Whether it is
your home, personal or business property it is

HAROLD A. BROWNING, Chairman
By Roberta Welch
DATED: APRIL 19, 1946

The U. S. Department of
culture has announced it
buy wheat from farmers,
immediate delivery to the C
modity Credit Corporation, at
market price on any date
seller may elect on or bet
March 31, 1947, according to
E. George, chairman Caldw.
County AAA.
The department's offer is
ing made to speed movement
wheat from farms for relief
the current famine abroad.
The offer to purchase will
open to farmers until July
1946, unless closed at an ear
date, if the CCC obtains eno'
wheat to fill its requireme
Wheat eligible for purch
will be that which would ha
55.
been eligible for CCC lo
under the 1945 loan program.
On or after date of deliv
the seller may select any d
Newlyweds W. T. Sutten, 74, and his 16-year-old bride, Vinnie, subsequent to the date on whi
spend a quiet evening together in the living room of their five- he makes his selection and on
room farm home at Houston, Missouri. Vinnie, dressed in her before March 31, 1947, as
wedding dress, practices on the new guitar that was a wedding date of which the purchase pr
gift from her husband. (AP Wirephoto)
may be determined.
The purchase price will be
market price as determined
the Production and Marke
Administration as of the d
Mr. and Mrs. Cort Henson.
selected by the seller. Only o
By Dorothy Brasher
Mr. Ben D. Landes returned selection of a date for deter
Mrs. Guy Cunningham and
home Sunday after spending sev- ing the purchase price may
Suzanne,
of
Decatur,
daughter,
made for any one lot of whea
eral days in Denver, Colo.
Ill., spent the Easter Holidays
If the producer does not
Miss Ida Belle Turley, of
with Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lowry. Evansville, was the overnight form the CCC in writing of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young and guest of her parents, Mr. and selection of a date for the p
chase price, this will be the
Miss Jackie Landis spent last Mrs. H. M. Turley, Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Outland ket price as of March 31, 1
weekend in Columbia, Tenn.,
and children, of Trenton, and No partial payments will
where they visited Billy Sam Miss Rachel Turley, of Fredon- made.
Young at Columbia Military Aca- ia, were dinner guests of Mr.
The program will be ad
demy.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs Sunday istered at the farm level
Mrs. Sam Howerton spent the
Mrs. Vivien Dean, of Hop- State and county offices of
weekend in Russellville recently kinsville, is visiting her broth- Field Service Branch of the
with her sister, Mrs. C. Y. Wil- er, Mr. Talley Baker and Mrs. duction and Marketing Adm
liams.
tration. The County AAA C
Baker.
Miss Ada Leeper spent a few
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora mittee will direct the deliv
days last week with Mrs. Edgar Young are in Owensboro visit- of all wheat sold to the CCC.
W. Barnett, of Nashville.
Under a ruling of the Corn
ing Mr. and Mrs. Polk Young.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Johnson, of
Mrs. Grace Loyd has returned sioner of Internal Revenue, p
Paducah, were the weekend home after visiting her daughter menfs received by producers
guests of Mrs. Johnson's parents, in Chattanooga, Tenn.
select market price on or a
January 1, 1947, for wheat
livered to CCC under this p
Buy A Bond
Westerns Too Tame
gram, may be rePorted for
For Albuquerque
For Modern Youth
come tax purposes as inco
Albuquerque, N. M. — (AP) —
Newark, N. J.—AP—Director
received in 1947. Further inf 4
Advocates of a new civic audi- of Public Safety John B. Keenan
torium bond issue hope the east found out how sophisticated mod- mation may be obtained at
enjoys a huge banner extolling ern youngsters are, when he sug- AAA office.
merits of the issue.
gested at a meeting of theatre
The banner formerly adorned managers that more suitable pic- POW Red Caps
an underpass. But last time it tures—such as Westerns— be
London—(W)—German prisonwas seen was on the side of a shown at Saturday matinees.
ers-of-war will be used as porPullman in a special train carryChildren don't go for that stuff ters, cleaners and other non-t
ing veteran sailors to an eastern anymore, the managers inform- nical jobs on British railways to
relieve the manpower shortage ;
naval separation center.
ed Keenan.

Fredonia News

To Our Customers
DUE TO LIMITED SUPPLY OF PRODUCT, WE ARE FORCED TO RESTRICT
ALL GUERNSEY MILK SALES TO OUR
RETAIL ROUTES. NO GUERNSEY MILK
WILL BE SOLD AT OUR RETAIL STORE.
HAVE YOU TRIED OUR REGULAR PASTEURIZED MILK —
OUR WHIPPING CREAM FOR COMING
FRESH STRAWBERRY SEASON —
OUR 12 OUNCE COTTAGE CHEESE
HAVE CREAM AND SALT ALREADY
ADDED READY TO SERVE?

worth more and your insurance should be adjusted atcordingly.
We shall be glad to discuss your insurance

State Soil Conservation Committee

U. S. To Buy Whe
To Speed Relief
Of Famine Victims

NEWLYWEDS

Where Singing
In Streets Is Crime

To all persons interested, notice is hereby given:

NAME OF CANDIDATES
and ISP

UK Vets "Village
Will House 1,500
By Next Autumn

Number

problems with you.

John E. Young
Insurance Agency

Princeton Cream and
Butter Company
Phone 161 For Your Extra Supply For Tomorrow

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

artime Controls
n Meat Restored
y Government

Chambermaid 47 Years
Takes Guests To Task
(Continued from Page One)
one year, and then went to Yale
University where he graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree.
He then studied law at Harvard
University, receiving his law degree there. He had a large private practice when he entered
the Army.
A member of the sixth generation of a pioneer mountain family
which settled Pulaski county
nearly 150 years ago, Judge
Cooper is the son of the late J.
Sherman Cooper. His father and
maternal grandfather, the late
Jerome Tartar, both served as
Pulaski County Judge.

55hington—(41—The governnt went back to wartime
trols on meat this week in
effort to spread supplies more
nly and curb the black mar-

he Department of Agricule and the OPA reinstated
otas for the slaughter of livek, dropped last fall.
er developments bearing
the world's inadequate food
ply:
• An Agriculture Department
rt showed stocks of wheat
this country April 1, totaled
,644,000 bushels, some 40,,000 bushels less than estited requirements before the
crop harvested.
, The Army offered to help
up shipment of wheat to
rgency famine areas abroad.
. The Agriculture Department
d its corn offer to get grain
famine relief has brought
bstantial deliveeltS" from
era.
. The Far Eastern commission
ght to put a strict limit on U.
food shipments to Japan.
e Agriculture DepartmentA order authorizes slaughterto kill as many cattle and
es during any month as they
during the same period in
, and to slaughter eighty per
t of their 1944 quota of hogs.
e announcement said the
ow is to route livestock supto established packing
ses. Many large packing
sea have complained that they
e been unable to buy livek in competition with smaller
blishments, many of them
'comers. They say there is
espread violation of price
ings among these smaller
ghterers.
War Department spokesman
the Army is ready, if asked
the Agriculture Department,
help move stored wheat from
s to market in the northt grain belt.
rig. Gen. Thomas D. Campan extensive wheat grower
Montana, and Edward N.
d, undersecretary of agricul, have been working on a
portation idea, the details

So the 4 foot 41
2inch little wo/
man, who figures she's made
300,000 beds, decided never to
make another bad for profit.
But "Little Entine," as hotel
residents call her, wasn't ready
to quit working at only 77. She's
opening a clothing alteration
shop. Cleaner work.

Eugene, Ore.—AP—Little Mrs.
Emma Talbot, retiring after 47
years as a chambermaid, says
hotel guests have degenerated
amazingly during the last halfcentury.
They shine shoes on towels and
Americans made 'their cheese
carry off half the hotel equipment, complained the 77-year- at home before the Revolution.
old woman, "and every year And, by 1812 it had become a
common item of export.
they are getting dirtier."

Polish Press
Raps UNRRA's Work

Front Page News:
Sgt. Collects Papers

Warsaw, Poland —(113)-- Polish
newspapers, citing the, nation's
critical need for increased assistance through the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, have sharply criticized
UNRRA aid to other European
countries.
The Communist-supported
newspaper, Glos Ludu— "Voice of
the People"— said Greece had

Fort Jackson, S. C. — AP —
Front pages of newspapers are
collectors' items to T-Sgt. Donald
L. Hopkins, who has 4,000 of
them.
The Waltham (Mass) man, a
bank teller in civilian life, began
received 85 percent of promised
supplies, Italy 71.6 percent but
Poland only 24,7 percent.

his collection as a Boston Uni.
varsity journalism student. It includes the Ping Rag, the Aa
gonish, the Unterrified Dem...
the Midway Driller and the C
ket; Volume 1, Number 1 of the
Boston Transcript of 1830; a 1792
copy of the Worcester (Mass)
Gazette, and papers of 35 different languages.
Hopkins values a papsr written and typed by the editor',
toes, the work of an armieei
girL

Homemakers News
SLAIN
IN STORE — Mary
Bickett, 19-year-old clerk, was
killed instantly when a man
fired five pistol shots into her
body in a crowded grocery
market in Uyahoga Falls, 0.
Police charged Jame W. Bickett, 43, the victim's stepfather,
with first degree murder in
the slaying. (AP Wirephoto)
of which have not been explained.
Secretary of Agriculture Anderson and Fiorello D. La Guardia, director general of UNRRA,
went to Fargo, N. D., Thursday
to spur the effort to. get wheat
off farms and moving to the
hunger areas. The campaign is
centered on the Dakotas, Nebraska and Kansas.
As an incentive to draw stored
wheat from farms, the department has offered a bonus of
thirty cents a bushel on grain
delivered before June 15. A similar offer on corn has brought
an "immediate and enthusiastic"
response, the department said
Thursday, with farmers making
"substantial deliveries" toward
the 50,000,000-bushel goal.
A new glass fabric ironing
board cover is expected to minimize fire hazard because it will
not burn or char. In tests it has
been subjected to iron temperatures in the range of 300 to 800
degrees, F.

Cobb
Mrs. Chester Newton was hostess Tuesday afternoon to members of the Cobb Homemakers'
Club. Mrs. Earl Wood presided
at the business session. The lesson for the afternoon was given
by Mrs. Claude McConnell, clothing leader of. the Otter Pesti
club. A talk on Uruguay and
Paraguay was given by Mrs.
Jack PPool.
The hostess served refreshments to Mesdames V. T. White,
H. P. White, Garland Shoulders,
Earl Wood, Dallas Rogers, Jack
P'Pool, Claude McConnell, and
W. L. Beck.

Shady Grove - Old Quinn
Homemakers living on Shady
Grove and Old Quinn neighborhoods met Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Will Sigler to
organize a community club. The
county Homemakers' program
was explained by the home agent,
Mrs. W. L. Beck, and plans were
made for officers to be elected
at the next meeting which will
be held May 29 at the home of
Mrs. Raymond Lowery.
Present were Mesdames Charlie Oats, P. H. Riley, Roy Traylor, Robert L. Clayton, Robert
Villines, Raymond Lowery, Marvin Sigler, W. L. Beck and Miss
Vera Drennan.

It's Her Day ... And it's Your Opportunity
To Show Her How Much She Means To You.

The Coast Guard maintains
the world's largest fireboat fleet.

Hats, Blouses,Skirts; Suits and Dresses
We need room and money for new Spring
Merchandise.'
We invite you to see these bargains in
our balcony before buying elsewhere.

(Held from last week)
Butler students were entertained last week with two chapel
programs. The Rev. Masters, pastor of the Second Baptist, brought
Wood, to
his guest, Rev. W.
speak on State Missions. Rev.
Mr. Wood related many of his
experiences. Friday morning, the
Junior Class presented a review
of its play. After the review,
members of the Cancer Drive
Committee, asked donations to
the fund.
• •
of Miss Gladys
Members
Knott's Sophomore English class
presented a chapel program Wednesday morning, including a play,
written by one of the members,
Miss Barbara Ruth Clift. The
cast included Betty Linton, Judy
Pruett, Cynthia Cunningham,
Barbara Clift, Doris Hayes, Mary
Lou Martin, Shirley Farmer, Dotty Dean, Bob Taylor, Johnny
Harrelson, George Webb. Other
participants in the program were:
Jo Ann Pickering, Sue Darnell,
Lou Nell Russell, Lena Mae
Lowey, Jane Hogan.
• • •
a Girl Reserve
was
There
meeting Monday. Plans are being
made for a Vesper Service next
Sunday, which will end Girl
Reserve Week. Plans have also
been made for a hike Wednesday afternoon and a sunrise
lareakfast Friday morning.

This is your type handbag and Mothei's, too—You
want a smart bag to swing you over into summer—
so grab on to the tophandle and take off swinging
down fashion lane—Red and black plastic-patent and
brown and black genuine leather.

. ..for their dashing summer
smartness . . . for their
versatility with so many of your
clothes! White buck with brown calf,
spaded soles ... as seen in Vogue.

having purchased controlling interest

will assume active operation of the business as of May 1, carrying
on the same business at the same location with the same standards
of friendly service maintained here for more than fifty years.

Really White Hats trimmed with black
and color ribbons, veils and flowers—
Settle that inbetween season uncertainty
with a smart White Hat from Barnes.
Styles becoming to all mothers.
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Parks Prepare For 52 Million
By William J. Conway
(AP

Newaf•atures)

Chicago--National parks, sites
1,1
y end shrines across the country
' are getting ready for a record', breaking rush of visitors this
[
;i year.
The National Park Service, administrative agency for 169 of
1 such stops along the tourist trails
'.- of the United States, Alaska and
Hawaii, expects a total attend'I
;
ance of 25,000,000 during the
,
current travel year—a turnout
that would top the high mark of
: - some 21,000,000 reached in 1941
and more than treble the wartime low of 6,908,749 registered
'
1 :;? in 1943.
Restive, raring-to-ride Amen't cans want to go places and see
f things. Many millions of them
will want to peer into the Carlsbad Caverns, gaze down into
the Grand Canyon or up at the
Rockies, squint across the Great
i Smoky Mountains, gape at Se. quoia's gigantic trees, watch Yellowstone's geysers, look about
Lincoln's cabin or Washington's
mansion, view the Badlands, con:), template Death Valley's vast soli,
tude, inspect old Fort McHenry,
behold the Petrified Forest, or
•,t observe the peace that has setj.
tled over Gettysburg.
There's a long list of other att
tractions between Maine's scenic
shore and Hawaii's volcanoes.
t, Some literally are as old as the
hills. But sogne are new to folks
1 who haven't had the time or
. 1 tires to travel since Pearl Harbor.
One of the recent additions to
1 Ig'
11 the system is Jackson Hole in
I 01,
:
i'
*.".g.

y

7

4

I

Wyoming, proclaimed a national
monument in 1943. This beautiful
valley which lured trappers and
fur traders of an earlier era,
now draws people who appreciate glacial phenomena. It also
is wintering grounds for the largest herd of elk in the U. S.
Another is the Big Bend National Park in Texas, presented
to the people of the nation at
large by the Lone Star state in
1944. Like everything else in
those parts, it's on the large side.
The 691,000 acres along the Rio
Grande encompass eye-filling
mountain and desert scenery.
The Richmond National Battlefield Park came into federal
fold in 1944. The territory, a
gift from Virginia, was the scene
of several battles during the War
Between the States and includes
massive fortifications along the
James river and at Fort Harrison.
Fort Frederica on the coast of
Georgia was designated a national monument last year. The
land, presented by citizens of
the state, embraces a fort built
in 1736 as a defense against the
Spaniards by Gen. James Edward Oglethorpe, founder of the
colony of Georgia.
One of the latest opened to
the public as a national historic
site is the home of Franklin
D. Roosevelt at Hyde Park, N. Y.
The park service is entering
the busy season short-handed because appropriated funds, slashed
during the war, still are below
peacetime levels.
Sleeping space virtually is un-

"
wog"
•rs0 Al

BROWN & WHITE

.Co l

Crisis
Trains, Brin
Outs To Citi
workers In
ries
Alociawe P

in GlenSMALL FRY OBJECTS TO EVICTION — These three youngsters walked a picket line
families by the owner of
15
against
brought
proceedings
eviction
against
protesting
Calif.,
dale,
Left to right:
a court who said he wanted to enlarge the place to house twice: as many families.
Diane Rooker, Nancy Neilson, Mickey Rooker. (AP Wirephoto)
changed; but some effort is being made to expand it. Available in the network as a whole
are 9,319 campsites, providing
accommodations for 37,276 persons a night. The -majority
provide running water, cooking
and sanitary facilities, outdoor
tables and room for an auto
and tent. Some camp grounds
have electrical connections for
trailers, and bathing and laundry quarters. Hotels, lodges and
cabins in the parks have a total
of 8,401 rooms, and can shelte
19,890 guests.
Officials, preparing for the
heaviest influx between la
June and Labor Day, offer th.
advice:
1. If you plan to stay at a h
tel, lodge or cabin in a natio
park, make your reservation we
in advance, and ask for confir
mation.
2. If you plan on driving
lon'g distance to a park near
large center of population, tim
your trip so you will avoid th
weekend and holiday multitudes

Vassar's Kentucky
President Ready
To Try New Ideas
(EV

'Associated

Press)

B. A. degree, she became the
university's dean of women—a
Job she later conbined with a
professorship in political science.
She received her M. A. at Columbia university in 1926, later
studied at the London school of
economics before assuming her
present post at Cornell, where
she has been a big success. Vassar trustees selected her from
200 men and women candidates,
because of her executive ability,
good public relations and the
fact her students are "so keen
about her."

New York—You don't talk
long with Sarah Blanding, first
woman to be elected president
of Vassar before learning that
she is ready to try new educational ideas: Ideas which take
into account the needs of women
who saw war service, the knotty
social problems of the times
and the part women can play in
solving them.
When Sarah Blanding talks,
new ideas flow like a river, but
under them is the sound rock of
common sense.
Newest patterns In lovely colors and designs.
Faced with the facts that the
At money-saving prices!
topsy turvy conditions of war
have given some women working
FOUR BARGAIN-PRICED GROUPS
experience which outstripped
their booklearning, she is capable of considering the possibility of a special curriculum for
up exThe history of Jerusalem gee them which would back
— the
education
with
perience
age.
back to the stone
Per Roll
Per Roll
procedure.
usual
the
of
reverse
The thigh bone is the longes
"Recently we have had appliand strongest in the hum
cations from women who were in
body.
charge of messes during the
war and want to continue with
home economics," she said, rePer Roll
ferring to her present job as
Per Roll
dean of the college of home
All Papers in Stock for Immediate Delivery.
economics at Cornell university.
yard
per
BORDERS TO MATCH-3c to 12,4c
"However, these women lack the
necessary chemistry and bioOTHER PATTERNS — 5c to $1.00 per roll
chemistry for understanding food
values.
"Others, who directed women
in the military serviecs, now
want to be counsellors and guides
in high schools and colleges.
NOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
but do not have the educatibnal
background. We have a responsibility to these women. If I
means devising a special curriculum for them, I feel we shoul
FOR
do so.
"This leads to another idea. A
important future for the education of women may be combining book-learning with workin
experience as some men's colleges do. A lot of college studen
use their long summer vacatio
to play at the country club. Instead, I should like to see Vassar
students, who are studying government and economics, work i
the United Nations Organizatio
OFFER
as translators or clerks. It wo
give them a chance to be in first
hand touch with the proble
we must all be concerned with,
9¢
can
large
5¢
can
400D PET MILK
If we hold on to democracy.
"Colleges, which are suppo
by taxation or endowment, hay
CHOICE DRIED
a responsibility to society to eduFRESH
cate the kind of citizens wh
34
lb.
bulk
PEACHES,
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bulk
FIG BARS
will produce the type of civilize
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tion we want."
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Dean Blanding, a Kentuckian
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OVER 600 PATTERNS — FINE

WALLPAPER

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

NATIONAL BABY WEEK YOUR
RED FRONT STORES
small

25(

pkg. 15(

28(

11(

Seafood, eaten at least abou
once a week, can help suppl
the body's need for iodine.
During the first theee yea
of lend lease the British Isl
received more than 600 mliii
pounds of cheese.

guslt Iklelaides

Ti
5 pounds
2 pounds 15(

NO. 1 NEW TRIUMPH

NEW (solid heads)

POTATOES

CABBAGE

NEW YELLOW

ONIONS
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LETTUCE, 4 doz. size, ea.

'Musts''for every young
wardrobel White buck
tipped with perf'd brown
calf... flattering on
a high or mid-hi heel.

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

VALUES GALORE
8 O'CLOCK Pak
TREET
PEAS
COFFEE
BUTTER
ARMOURS

LUNCHEON MEAT

12 110c

12-oz.
CAN

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

CABS
3 Cars on Duty Day and Nite
Headquarters opposite
R. R. Depot and P'ton Hotel

Courteous Treatment
and

Efficient Service

PHONE
We go any where at any time

34c

3159c

1 29c
,12

JACKSON RED

KIDNEY BEANS
13c CATSUP
A(g3 19
OUR OWN TEA 31c
2 28
24c PRUNES
iiitz Crackers
Nai/215c GREEN BEANS
14c rocumato Juice 1C1;g1Z
PEAS
12c MACARONI pix 12
RAISINS
PREMIUM

DELICIOUS ICED OR HOT

Nil;

Crackers
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COUNTRYl
SKINLESS

SAUSAGE

YELLOW
OR WHITE

3 LBs. 27
42c ONIONS
37c LIFORNIA
50c FOREA NG?...11,S 2 lbs 29
27
LB. 17c GRAPEFRUIT 3

LB.

Jt!ICY CALIFORNIA

FRANKFIRTERS

DEICED HAM
G FISH
DRESSED
IliN
ICE
SERV
111(

Listen to "RING SINGS" Week days 8:00 A.M., Sundays 900 A.M.

A Betty
Barrett Creation

in CHARM, GLAMOUR, SEVENTEEN

•seen

It's Clerk's Week at IV

pound 5/(
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Tender Fresh Dressed

FRYERS

ORZE
LEMONS30A

DOZEN

.33

LB.

FOR

All Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

Smoked Fat
Back Bacon

STRAW
BERRIES
I. 35c

POTATOES
WHITE

lbs.35c
lb. 20c
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